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Gotch made three passes as' though
BOARD OF MISSIONS MEET
he intended to obtain a knee hold, but
London. Ont, Sept 4. Many well
all of them fell short.
known churchmen and missionary
:
The Iowan's smile was not always
workers were present today when the
one of good humor but a contortion
General Board of Missions of the
of the lips, due to the fact that an imChtvc'i f England in Canada began
Its annual convention. The meeting
pediment in his nasal passage com
of the board Is preliminary to the
pels him In momenta of supreme ef
fort, to breathe through his mouth.
convention of the general synod,
The crowd was very quiet, until
wnicn win oegin its sessions here
Gotch suddenly got a knee hold
Wednesday.
on the Russian and both went to the ACCUSED MURDERER TAKE8 THE
mat on their knees.
WITNESS STAND In OWN
CHRISTIAN CONVENTION
uotch grasped the Russian's left
DEFENSE.
111.,
Danville,
Sept 4. Danville Is
foot, although he was in no condition
entertaining for four days the slxty-for a toe hold. The crowd cheered
wildly.
Hackenschmidt fought hard DID NOT BUY A GUN Brst annual convention of the Chris-tion churches (Disciples of Christ)
with both, his hands and tried to
of Illinois. John R. Golden of Spring
break the hold and finally succeeded
in getting out of it and lying flat on HE REPUDIATES A PORTION OF field Is presiding over the sessions,
The annual reports show the present
COUSIN'S TESTIMONY TO
the mat.
membership of the church in Illinois
Gotch left for the arena at 1:35 p.
THAT EFFECT.
to be In excess of 120,000.
m. HIa automobile was decorated
with American flags. Gotch arrived
at 2 o'clock and went at once to the THE SAME OLD STORY
FINANCIER OPERATED UPON.
office of President Comiskey.
He
London, Sept 4. James R. Keen,
TO
was smiling and greeted friends as
WITNESS'S STATEMENT IS JDEN. the American financier, was successIf th? world's wrestling championship
TICAL WITH ACCOUNT OF
fully operated on for stomach trouble
was the least thing on his mind.
MURDER HE GAVE.
yesterday at a nursing home here.
Hackenschmidt arrived at 2:16 p,
The patient rallied well, according to
m.,
and like Gotch was taken to Com- Thirty-- f ive Thousand People Witness
Host ExcitChesterfield Court House, Va. SepL a statement Issued by his physicians Boom of Solomon Luna
for Governor Practicallv
'sfcey's office and later escorted to his 4.
Henry Clay Beattle, Jr., on the and his condition today Is encourag
ing Wrestling Bout of a Decade Gotch Was
room.
Unanimou5--5ecundino
dressing
Witness stand today categorically de- ing.
Romero and Bursum
Theer was little betting. Directors nied that he took
Confident of Victory and Betting Was in
part In or knew
Mentioned Also for) Honor Harmony
of the Empire Athletic club ruled that anything of the
purchase of the shot
His Favor Hackenschmidt Was
"all bets are off," thus removing the gun by his cousin, Paul
DEMOCRATS
FEEL
and Enthusiasm Prevail
Beattle, with
cluh from any responsibility
which which his wife was killed. He like
Nervous but Game
Central Committee Meeting
mlhi arise therefrom. It was merely wise flatly contradicted almost the
LARRAZOLO'S LOSS
a technicality for the protection of entire
of
his
testimony
cousin, par
the cluh, which is back of the con- ticularly with regard to the alleged
test. One bet of $400 to $200 was confession In which Henry Is sup
4
HIS
ALLEGIANCE
TO REPUBLI
f
GOTCH WINS IN STRAIGHT FALLS
made, the prevailing odds being 2 to posed to have said to Paul: "I wish
SUMMARY OF REPUBLICAN COMMITTEE MEETING
CANS
4.
HAS
ASTOUNDED
With apparent ease Frank Gotch this
Chicago, Sept
THE
on Gotch.
had not done it"
Las Vegas leads in contest for first state convention of New
tamed George Hackenschmidt. "the Russian Lion,"
UNTERRIFIED
Mexico republicans.
Although Hackenschmldt's trainers
Tightly clenching a handkerchief,
for Gotch's title as heavyweight westling champion of the world.
were confident that his muscles are with which he nervously rubbed his
September 27 date likely to be fixed for holding the convention.
The first fall was obtained by Gotch fai 14 mdnutes. 18
In good condition, they were fearful face, the prisoner rested his head on
sec- Committee named to fix a basis of settlement of Bernalillo
The retiring of O. A. Larrazolo
means
of a reverse body lock.
f onds, by
least worry over the event had affect one hand and half reclining in the arm from the ranks of the democrats to
factional fight
county
me secona rail was scored In 5 minutes, 32
ed his nerves. Last night he arose cnair, iacea tne jury, his answers enlist in the ever
seconds, by
Solomon Luna unanimous choice of republicans for
of
'
army
Increasing
means
of a lock hold.
f
several times, paced the floor and were quick and decisive and he New Mexico
' governorship
if he will accept nomination.
has caused
republicans
asked that he be given a sleeping po showed an apt memory in relating general consternation
Other candidates mentioned for governor Include H. O. Bursnm
among the
tion. After (much argument his train- the details of the manner in which members of the democratic
and Secundlno Romero.
partly
ers Induced him to return to his bed the alleged highwayman approached throughout the new state. Dr. M. F.
Miguel, Mora and Guadalupe county delegates favor IX J.
without any medicine but his rest dur-jhimachine, and intending to shoot Dea Mania baa received a letter to
Leahy's candidacy for Judgship.
.
t
wife.
his
the
murdered
accused,
inr the remainder of the niRht
thai effect from a prominent republ
"
THE MATCH IN BRIEF
'
4 broken several times.
(who sat beside himican of Bernalillo county. The letter,
Frank A. Gotch, the champion, was born Apjrfl 27, 1878, at 4
It was the same story. Identical in
1b as follows r
i
'
.
even in its phraseology with, that Dr. part,
Humboldt, Iowa.
M. F. Des Marals,
Sant Fe, N. M., Sept 4. The Re gresamen, judges,
legislators and
Gotch Roundly Cheered.
4which the accused had prevlomiy
George Hackenschmidt, the challenger, wae born August 2, 4
Las Vegas, N. M.
New
officers.
of
Central
committee
county
publican
4.
Mat
When
told to the detectives
1 877, at
4-Side, Chicago, Sept
Althouga he
Dorpat, Russia.
Dear Doctor:
Mexico met here this morning to set
The boom launohed for Solomon
the police had taken their statlorn, admitted more of his relations with MyI notice In a recent
Conditions: Best two out of three falls, pin falls to count.
paper that the date for the first state convention Luna for
waltz
a
course
had
band
followed
the
brass
he
B?uU,h
the
governor gained momentum
Binford,
played
The prize:
wrestling championship of the 4
Larrazolo
turned
has
republican. of this party and to choo'se the place'
and word had come from the Gotch of the defense throughout the trial
and
the sentiment appears una
today
world.
4
What are you fellowB doing up there? for holding the convention.
Every In- nimous for him. Even should he not
Division of purse: Gotch $21,000 and fifty per cent of the mov- 4 and Hackenschmidt camps that the in pointing her out as a disraputable Are you going to do away with the dication
points to Las Vegas as the consent to run for governor, it is the
fit and eager for the girl for whom the prisoner had only a
4 big fellows were
democrats entirely? His going over
ing picture profits; Hackenschmidt f 11,000.
for the convention and the date consensus of opinion that the conven-- .
crowd at the Amerii.un passing fancy and for whom he never
place
the
big
fray,
Place: American League baseball park.
4
threw consternation In the democratic will
sett'.r.d would have murdered his wife.
be September 27.4 The Hon will nominate hint by acclama'4' league park' this afternoon
Time: 3 o'clock. Referee, Ed W. Smith, of Chicago.
are all up In the only probably
'contenders for the convention tion and thus force (his honor upon
back to await in expectation t'f e act
For nearly two hours and a half camp here. They
35,000.
Attendance:
4 ual
air as though lightning had struck aside from Las
Vegas are Santa Fe him. Other candidates mentioned for
grappling of the principals 1i '.lie Beattle was in the witness chair nnd
Bet when the court recessed for luncheon them. They had banked a great deal and Albuquerque, but the Meadow governor include H. O. Bursum and
world's championship contest.
count
STATEMENTS OF THE WRESTLERS
ter weather could not have been de the direct examination of the pris- oa Larrazolo. He was figured to
City today seems to have' the big po- Secundino Romero. There is practicand
to
6,000
3,000
from
What Gotch Said
votles,
litical gathering cinched. '
sired.
oner, closing the case for the deally no manifestation of support for
at
will
be
We
difference.
a
makes
"I am going to wrestle' Hackenschmidt this afternoon with as'
I
The session of the committee today the candidacy of
Mayor Harrison was among lie
fense, was concluded except for tha
Miguel
united
a
went
convention
with
state
ever
I
life.
about
Should
much confidence as
anything in my
was comparatively brief. After being A. Otero, of Santa Fe. All the canpresent. Charles Comiskey, president demonstration requested by counsel first
I
was
admit
I
that
defeated
I
at
for
shall
front
defeat
best,
my
come,
,
of the local American league club, en for the prisoner, tnat the. Jury be
In session until noojn, the committee didates mentioned are for Mr. Luna in
Yours very truly,
have done all in my power to make me fit and ready for the hardtertained several baseball uffi';ia'.s in shown by the accused on the lawn
took a recess until tomorrow morning preference to themselves If he will
est match of my life.
'
Referee F.& f;m!.th outside the court room, the exact
a private box.
at 10 o'clock on motion of Harry W. accept the nomination.
4- "As I have said before I expect to win; but it will be the
was early on the- scene and made an manner In which he says the. murder
Kelly of Las Vegas, who introduced
The delegations from San Miguel,
hardest struggle of my career, for in Hackenschmidt I am meeting
occurred while he was seated in the
a resolution favoring an adjournment Mor and Guadalupe counties, 'which
inspection of the mat and ring.
one of the strongest mien In the world. I hope the contest will
"Hack" had recovered hi3 natutal car.
CENTERS
till tomorrow in observance of Labor three counties will comprise a Judicial
INTEREST
be a clean one, for I don't want a technical victory, such as my
cood humor when he left camp for
Indications were that Beattle would
Day. The resolution was unanimously district, are for Captain
David J.
first and only meeting with 'Hack' was called." Gotch.
the arena.
be on the stand well into the evenadopted.
for judge.
Leahy
MEET
AVIATION
IN
4:
Gotch was the picture of vl'r and ing, as the prosecution has prepared
The committee will complete its
Another resolution, introduced by
confidence as he left h'.s training a lengthy
What "Hack" Said
business tomorrow with the taking of
the
of
chairman
Secundino
Romero,
The prosecution devoted the first
quarters for the fray.
"It Is true that I have been nervous and fretful, but I have no
TO BE BIGGEST San Miguel county republican com- action on the Bernalillo county
to THIS FEATURE
At 1:30 Jack Curley announced that hour or more of
fear of Gotch. It is part of my nature to be nervous; the continual
and the setting of the date
mittee, extending the hand of fellowDRAWING CARD OF ALBUevery seat in the stands, iiuviilieriug a searching inquiry into Beattie'a re
waiting and the eagerness to get Into the battle makes me that
affi- and the naming of the place of meet
6.
who
A.
Larrazolo
has
to
ship
lations with the Binford girl. The
35,000, had been sold.
QUERQUE FAIR
way.
liated with the republican party, was ing of the state convention.
The weather was of the lndmn prisoner continued frankly to admit
"I never did boast about what I have done and I shall not at4
also adopted amid vociferous apthat he
Summer variety, probably :.s nappy his Intimacy but Insisted
4 tempt to say what I will do. All I can say Is that I am prepared
N. M., Sept. 4. Al
Albuquerque,
the
a
plause. The resolution welcomes Larfor
love
'
between
could
not
have
a
requireany
girl
compromise
for a desperate match." Hackenschmidt.
enamusement
many
splendid
though
razolo
into the party on behalf of the MANY THOUSAND
ments of the spectators and contest- who, was so notoriously bad.
4
4
tertainments have been signed up for rank and file of the republicans of
ants as could be expected of the
the New Mexico state fair, to be held New Mexico.
ALTITUDE RECORD BROKEN.
weather man. The home players'
in Albuquerque October 9 to 14, the
Chicago, Sept. 4. Frank Gotch and tne time being, with a bath robe ot
CHINESE DROWN
G.
4.
Roland
with
France
every
Sept.
Parame,
dressing rooms, replete
Today's session of the committee
came
met
to
a
in
field
padat
Hackenschmidt
the
3:07
brown,
m.,
p.
George
convenience from- shower baths to Garros, the French aviator, today people of Albuquerque and contiguous was largely taken up by consideration
The dumb bells, was especially prepared broke the world's record for altitude territory are manifesting more inter
ded arena this afternoon before thirty seven minutes behind Gotch.
Bernalillo county factional
thousand or more spectators to deter- passing years were exhibited by for Gotch, while the umpires' quar in an aeroplane. He ascended 4,250 est in the aviation meet than in any of the
some discussion, a com- GREAT LOSS OF LIFE ACCOM
After
fight.
p
the encroachment of baldness over his ters, similarly equipped, was ready meters, or 13,943 feet.
Baseball, horse
mine whether the world's chaimplon-'shlother one feature.
PANIED BY IMMENSE DAMmittee
consisting of E. A. Cahoon, of
shall go to Dorpal, Russia, or forehand. The crowd's attention was for Hackenschmidt.
races, carnivals, Indian dances and
E. R. Wright of Ote
Chaves
county;
AGE TO CROPS.
still centered on Gotch, and Hackenremain at Humboldt, Iowa.
cowboy sports are ever popular with
A preliminary bout between Charles
E. J. Molinari. of Roosero
county;
masses.
of
a
the
stranger in a Postl,
the big majority
and RICH STOCKMAN DIES
"Butcher oBoy,"
Gotch was' the first to enter the schmidt, nearly
the
velt county; Malaqulas Martinez, of
Hankowi China,
Aviation !s a new stunt with Albu
Sept 4. Th
arena and was loudly cheered. Dr. strange land, was given little ap- "Young Sampson" of New York,
Holloman of American
well
mission at Wuhu has re
as many other Taos county and Reed
whose real name is Adolph Ernest,
J. J. Davis, who examined both con- plause.
querque people as
UNDER JAIL SENTENCE residents of the state, and for this Quay county, was appointed to hear ceived a report that one hundrel
Burns, Westergard, Rogers and was scheduled as a curtain raiser.
testants, pronounced Gotch in perfect
both sides of the controversy and to thousand persons have been drowned
reason, the aeroplane flights, to be
condition but was less optimistic as Hassan, he Turk were announced as
- recommend a basis for its settlement,
CurH.
of
Glenn
by the floods caused by the water
made by disciples
to the big Russian. Hackenschmidt, Gotch's seconds. Hackenschmldt's
BROTHER OF FORMER WYOMING
to the full committee tomorrow. The flowing
over the banks of the
it
more
attract
attention,
will
a
Amerl-cus
B.
Dr.
in
was
were
F. Roller,
seconds
tlas,
he said,
pale, and evidently
Postl Wins Preliminary
leaders of the rival factions, W. H. Yangtseklang river.
GOVERNOR KILLED BY
Is believed, than any other sport or
and Koch.
nervous state following his sleepless
At 1:50 p. m., the preliminary bout
Glllenwater and Frank A. HubbeH
The floods are the worst that have
OPERATION.
amusement. Officials of the fair as
night. He examined one of Hacken-echmdt- 's
The announcer megaphoned that the between Chas. Postl and Young
both are on the ground seeking re been experienced in many years. It
Lincoln
Beachey
that
believe
to
sociation
was
which,
announc
was
158
reported
legs,
pounds,
match would be the best two out of Sampson at
Indications are for a sat- Is estimated that over 93
per cent
man slated to do the flying at cognition.
be out of condition from training ac- three falls. The favoritism was plain- ed. Postl won the first fall.
of the factional the crops have been
Cheyenne, Wyo., Sept. 4. Bartlett Is the
settlement
isfactory
hav-inblrdman
destroyed.
the
daring
no
could
find
but
apparent
Albuquerque,
cidents,
Joe Rogers and Fred Erie, heavy Richardson of Los Angeles, formerly
."
ly evident in the words of the an,
exnressed a desire to his man- - fight
defect.
nouncer when he said:
weights, were the second on the curtain- ene of the richest stock men In
WESTON'S RECORD BEATEN
The present meeting of the comagers to come west and do work in
Gotch posed outside the arena for
program. Rogers won the Wyoming, a brother ot
"George Hackenschmidt of Russia -raising
atSan
BeachIn
Francisco, Sept. 4. Seventy-nin-e
of
Provided
th
is
mittee
point
biggest
fall and match, with a body, scissors DeForest Richards, of Wyoming, died the higher altitudes.
an army of camera men and then and our own Frank Gotch."
most
of
the
enthusiastic
days from where he
officials
and
walking
the
tendance
the
Is
not
available,
'
reey
climbed through the ropes into the
They grappled at 3:15 each secur- and half Nelson in 8 minutes, 13 sec- at Rochester, Minn., today as the
started to lower Edward Payeon Wes- or
of
Ward
In
the
in
openassured
that
the
been
party.
have
history
'
fair
was
He
of
an
and
sult
serving
operation.
Young Sampson
southwest corner, which had been ing a neck and arm hold. The men onds. Postl
will make the flights, these ing the session today. Chairman H. ton's record across the continent,
draped with a silken American flag. bulled around the ring several sec- then came back for the second bout a sentence of one year In jail with Robinson
the best in the busi O. Bursum made a splendid speech John Henry Mooney, a, member of
men
two
being
hav
some
a
at
with
Neb.,
bout
Hastings,
others,
Gotch, In a blue bath robe, faced the onds and Hackenschmidt made a Postl won the first
the
with
exception of Beachey. that was wildly applauded by those Ne wYork city's fire department, arand scissors hold in 12 min ing been convicted of conspiracy to ness
eudlence with a grin of recognition on false dive at Gotch's legs but he did
for
contract
flights assures at present Harmony prevails on every rived last night tn Oakland, Calif.,
The
land
second
through
acquire government
not connect. During the first five ntes 26 seconds. He took the
his face.'
a
day to a height of hand and this sentiment augurs well practically completing W task, and '
entrymen.l Richards had least one flight
He then sat with his back to the minutes neither man secured an ef fall and the match with a crotch and dummy
hundred
five
feet, with, two for the success of the republicans at winning the $10,000 prize contributed
more
term
than
of
15
seconds. served the greater part
15 minutes
hs
audience, exposing a four inch bald fective hold. They tugged and pulled half Nelson in
some unforeseen the polls in. November when tbey will by as many thousand members of New
unless
to
daily
Rochester
the
fcfr
.taken
when
flights
at each other's legs and arms, each
spot
vote for their first state officers, con- - York's fire department
accident occurs.
operation which killed him.
'.Continued on Page Four J
The Russian, his tights covered for seeming to test the other's strength.

DEATTIE DENIES

BOTCH DEFEATS IN

DEIS

THAT

TWO STRAIGHT FALLS

LAS VEGAS FAVORED

FOR THE REPUBLICAN

GUILTY

THE RUSSIAN LION

STATE CONVENTION

Retains Championship With Display
of Magnificent Form Before
Large Crowd

This GityeLeads in Contest, With
Albuquerque and Santa Fe the
only Rivals

BIG ARENA
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FERNBANK
STRAY

TOPICS

FROM LITTLE

NEW YORK

OLD

DAM FRANK MORRISON

AT CINCINNATI

DEFENDS TRADE

COMPLETED

ONIONS

Newest Models in

FALL MILLINERY

New York, Sept 4. The world phys In the Butler street district of
Dress Hats, direct from
seems to have gone speed crazy. It Brooklyn the other day. A man named
We have received an excellent variety of the newest models in Street and
a
candy
began with the bicycle, took a tre- Thomas Murphy walked into
colors and combinations.
IN IN LABOR DAY SPEECH AT
HELD
New York. The most approved and desirable shapes are here in all the popular
mendous bound when automobiles store kept by Mrs. Elizabeth Murphy GREAT CELEBRATION
N. Y, HE UPHOLDS
HONOR OF OHIO RIVER
We have them alL Come
into use and positively sur- and asked for a package of cigarettes.
Corded Silk and Satin are the favorite fabrics in millinery this season.
Velvet,
he
a
him
handed
and
She
RIGHT
introthe
IMPROVEMENT
the
TO
ORGANIZE
package
sanity line after
passed
duction of aeroplanes. Speed crazy, walked briskly out of the store within and see the many new shapes try them on you'll want one or more.
to break speed records, seems to be out having paid for the coffin naUn.
Binghamton, N. Y., Sept, 4. In his
Cincinnati. O., Sept. 4. The city Is
the aim In life of thousands of per Mrs. Murphy gave chase but Thomas
decorated and the big crowds in address at the Labor Day celebration
sons who daily sacrifice or at least Murphy added Insult to Injury by gaily
the downtown streets lend a festive here today, Frank A. Morrison, secreendanger their own lives and those throwing a murphy that is a per- to the opening today of the great tary of the Aemrlcan Federation of
of other persons, not at all Interested fectly good potato into Mrs. Mur air
in honor of the comple- Labor, said:
celebration
In breaking speed records, by racing phy's left eye. Her yells brought Podam across the
Fernbank
of
the
tion
"Antagonism by hostile associations
or aeroplanes liceman Peter Murphy to the scene.
their
The festivities will con- of employers toward the men of labor
river.
Ohio
Rosenwald
through space with the velocity of a who captured Thomas Murphy and, tinue
through the week and the pro Is a potent argument for the trade
In their mad desire to with Mrs. Murphy forming the rear
hurricane.
dedicaofficial
the
unions. It clearly depicts ithe strug
make the utmost speed automobllists guard, led him in triumph to the But- gram comprises
of the dam, upon which occasion gle and emphasizes the
tion
Mur5
desOfficer
There
station.
pressing nec
street
ler
disregard the laws, take the most
six bottles containing water from the essity of workmen combining for mu
told
their
Mrs.
and
risks
and
Murphy
phy
destroy
wantonly
perate
lakes, the Mississippi river, the tual protection. To stunt and retard
the lives of other human beings. The stories to Lieutenant Murphy, In great
and Pacific oceans, the Pana
Atlantic
daily list of accidents and deaths charge of the desk. Thomas Murphy, ma canal and the gulf of Mexico, wilj the growth of our movement, every
means which can be conceived by subcaused by the speed mania and reck- the prisoner, tried to turn the matter
Plaza
over the new dam, so as to
736Z
lessness of automobilists is appalling into a Joke, but Lieutenant Murphy be broken waters with the water or tle minds has been Invented. In an
their
open and fair contest before the bar
and the law seems to be powerless to failed to see the point and had mingle
the Ohio river: river and street pa of public
opinion, even with, an un
put a stop to it It is true that oc- Thomas Murphy locked up for disorrades, rowing regattas auotor boat fair press, the case of labor has
casionally a few of the offending auto- derly conduct.
other
races, band contests and many
mobilists are arrested, but they seem
With the full
steadily advanced.
features of entertainment.
which
code
ordinance
to consider that merely as one of the
The sanitary
of
knowledge
these
this,
antagonistic
chamber
1
Through the efforts of the
annoying features of the sport. Tho comes into force In New York city on of commerce, the committee of citi organizations of employers, driven
fine which they have to pay is & October 1, abolishes drinking cups
with desperation, having no regard
zens in, charge of the celebration and
for the inherent rights of men, or any
trivial matter and they grumble only in public places, hotels, public schools,
has
been
week
the
civic bodies
because they were checked In their railroad stations, theaters and fa other
week for a lage form of law, are seeking by various
mad rush. In view of the unreason- tories. Some of the large hotels will made a home coming
and means to destroy the organizations of
Cincinnatlans
of
former
number
ably large number of speed limit vio- discontinue .the fountains in their
of the Ohio Valley Im labor. To make false and criminal
lations within the limits of Greater foyers, while others will station girls the meeting
the reunion of charges without any foundation what
New York the conviction is gaining or pages at the fountains, who will provement association,
of Cincin ever, appears to be their present mode
of
Alumni
University
the
ground that a change of the speed serve water to thirsty, guests free of
a similat of warfare.
of
other gatherings
laws is not only desirable but abso- charge in individual glasses. The nati and
In the kidnaping of the McNa-natiirA will contribute to swell the
The penalty for theaters will also close their foun
lutely necessary.
fes
to
the
maras,
add
and
taking them by force, with
of visitors
such violations should be imprison- tains, but will continue to have wate. crowds
.
out complying with even the simplest
occasion.
the
of
character
tive
ment, not a mere fine. Every man served to patrons In the auditorium
forms
them
of
laws, transporting
The Fernbank dam, the completion
Children will
who races through the public screets by
fioys.
on July 22 last, Is the Cw across the country, Is apparently con
at any point in either direction, within final limit
of a densely populated city is a po- b' e to do the same, as it will te a of which,
Tickets on saieCdaily, good for stop-oveIs sidered by the men committing this
week's
celebration,
of
this
casion
tential slayer, and should be pun violation of the law for any persou
links in the outrage as permissible. These em
October 31, 1911.
ished as such on the same theory that to loan his or her drinking cup tj an one of the important
un ployers' associations do not hope for
Ohio
of
river
chain
improvements
an armed burglar is considered by other person.
dertaken by the United States govern a final conviction of the men charged,
the law a potential murderer.
To make your trip complete do not fail to vitsi the
ment for the purpose of improving their purpose being to cast odium on
NO REASON FOR DOUBT
and facilitating navigation upon the our entire movement. They apparOne of the policemen attached to
Ohio river which forms an important ently are determined by fair means
street station, a hand
Statement of Facts Backed by
the Thirty-fiftwaterway eivlnc an outlet for the or foul, to strike union labor a fatal
was
some and athletic young fellow,
Strong Guarantee.
commerce of a large area of the mid blow. In this, the present difficulty,
in sure enough misery the other day.
dle west to the Mississippi river and the members of labor organizations
A woman keeping a boarding house
We guarantee complete relief to all
to the sea. In accord of our country should, with one accalled him into her house, while he sufferers from constipation. In every by the latter
.
.
.
the
with
anee
general plan for the cord, resolve to give to the full limit
was on patrol duty and Informed him case where we fail we will supply the
as
Ohio
of
the
river,
improvement
of their ability a sufficient amount
that a woman who had rented a room medicine free.
sanctioned by the United States gov of funds to guarantee to the McNam- at the ticket office.
from her the day before, had disapRexall Orderlies are a gentle, effe
Any information regarding these and other trips will be cheerfully given
dams aras a fair ana
a chain of titty-fou- r
tnai.
impartial
peared, deserting her intanft. The tlve. dependable and safe bowel rea- - ernment,
will be constructed across the river
m .1 d a tin nraoonpa linnvn
"The chief question of Interest to
vniinaotai
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"
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functions In a Urovided with locks for passing river vent
nature's
their
do
to
employes from becoming
the
for
young
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ing
not
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craft around the dams. The entire members of unions, thus minimizing
quiet, easy way They
his
In
but to take the bawling baby
griping- or nausea. improvement Is expected to Involve a
a
arrna and gingerly carry it through any inconvenience,
demand
made
of
the
being
possibility
They are so pleasant to take and work cost of about $50,000,000 and, whefn
the crowded utreeta to tho police sta- so
CONVENTION OF CLERKS
easily that they may be taken by completed, will insure nine feet of upon them for an increase in wages
tion. To his xiant strength the baby
I ' PIHIIM
or shorter hours of labor. The trusts
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at
time.
Jacksonville,
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every part
was like a feather but when he arare
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employing
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tone
to
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nearthe
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delegates, representing
system
Pittsburg to Cairo, all the year round.
rived at the station he was perspiring ly
In view of the fact that heretofore money can secure, to perfect plans ly every state In the union, were presGtt Wise on Gloves
profusely and ready to drop. Along healthy activity.
Rexall Orderlies are unsurpassable navigation in the upper and middle to more effectively bind the workers ent here today when the annual conYon know it'a expensive to buy cheap gloven.
the entire route from the boarding
o the Industry.
oil har- One of the most vention of the United National AssoThey soak through with iteatn, water and
house to the station the jeers and and Ideal for the use of children, oM course of the Ohio frequently had to
den after wetting don't protectayour bands.
same
at
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the
economical
and
most
the
the
are
plausible
Gloves
"AsbMtol"
canciation of Postoffice Clerks met. The
be suspended for several weeks and
laughter of the people on the street folks and delicate persons. We
They wear longest and feel best,ia
most vicious system that the repre- sessions will continue four
Horsehide used in them steam,
day3 and
had been accompanying him every not too highly recommend them to even months at a time owing to the
and heat proof.
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like
Into
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to fasten upon the workers at business to be transacted.
A movea rathole and pulling the hole in after st.Ipation and its attendant evils. Three this improvement can scarcely be trying
divi- ment Is on
the present time, is the
overestimated.
and
25c
to
foot
defeat
50c
the
Remember,
10c,
izes,
him.
no
But his troubles were by
The general project of the Fern- dend scheme, In which the employes
of President Frank T. Rogers and
For Railroad Men
means ended after he had reached you can obtain Rexall Remedies only
..
dam was adopted by congress on cannot make a suggestion, either as other of the present national officers,
bank
vHU , nvf- tiffm from wettinsr or
in
store
our
at
The
this
the station. The baby, still howling,
community
from het. Wash U cm with Kp "d waier. They
hriwl
to waes,' hours or share of the prothe opposition asserting that thefr
could not remain at the station and Rexall Store. E. G. Murphey, corner June 3, 1902, when an appropriation
they "mod the wrsin." They are
of $100,000 was made' for the prelim- fits. This scheme of the trusts to administration has been inefficient.
worth more loan outer giovca dul
the lieutenant In charge decided that Sixth street and Douglas avenue.
cetf mo more,
hold
their
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Aik vour dealer for the renuln
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employes
particularly Alleged failure of the officers to push
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planning
inary work of surveying
-the bawling youngster would have to
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dam.
actual
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interesting,
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CARRIERS AT ROCHESTER
dam was begun In May, 1905, and the roll call of the corporations that fa- is the
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more the young officer had to pack
principal grievance.
Glovi Co,
fact??
vor
EUtndrath
will
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reveal
the
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in
the
CELEBRATED
work
For
system
Y.,
the
was,
Rochester,
completed
practically,
his squirming and yelling burden and
Sept
CHICADO
HORSE HIDE " olS.
hours there has been January of the present year. Addi- that they are the corporations anl
carry It to. the hospital. What he felt last twenty-fou- r
"Ul
'
f.
and, perhaps, whispered to himself, an almost continuous line of letter tional work on the river banks near trusts that have absolutely refused
CHARTER OAK PARK RACES
dam
was necessary, however, and to permit their employes to organwould notlook well in print. He said to carrers arriving in Rochester. The the
Hartford, Conn., Sept. 4. The grand
a friend afterward that such an ex- came from all parts of the country to the sand accumulated in the recesses ize, p.ye, more, they have demonstrat- circuit race
meeting opened at Char
s
of
the
bad to be removed ed their willingness to expend milSALE BY
perience had a strong tendency to take part In the Labor day parade
ter
Park
Oak
today, In connection with
make a man
bachelor.
today and the eighteenth annual con and not until July 22, last, was the lions of dollars to keep their employ the Connecticut state fair. The meetvention of their national association, American flag hoisted from the big ee as helpless to change the condi
ing will last five days. The feature
Since the recent conjunction of which holds its opening exercises in flagstaff at the dam by Major Jervey, tions under which they labor, as the event this afternoon was the Charter
Mars and Saturn Union Square has Convention hall tonight. The con- in charge of the work, and the dam slaves were helpless to do other than Oak 2:14 trot, for a $10,000 purse. The
been the center of attraction to thou vention sessions will continue through and lock placed in commission. The the bidding of their masters. Some program
provides for a stake race for
the week. Postmaster General Hitch- first craft which passed through the will say there is a difference that each
sands of persons eager to get
day.
WHOLESALERS OP
on
of
was
the
lock
that
morning
day
the employes of the trust can quit and
glimpse at the heavenly wanderers, cock, Postmaster Morgan of New York
An enterprising man with a small, City and Postmaster Warren of De- a gasoline launch, named Ramona, look for work elsewhere, while the
Clothing, Dry Goods, Notions, Shoes, Hats, Caps & Gloves
but powerful telescope, took his stand troit are among the scheduled speak- owned by the Ramona cSb, Captain s'ave could not, but I ask where can
LAS VE6AS, NEW MEXICO.
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FOR A
Albert Bettinger, who had worked in- - these men secure
employment, When
early every evening on the west side ers. Los Angeles and Cleveland are
STOMACH
for
(SOUR
and
the
SICK,
defatigably
improvement
of Union Square and all through the contesting for the next convention.
you take, into consideration the cona number of prominent Cincinnati cit- stant influx of over a million allen3
by
evening he was surrounded
izens were on the boat when it passed a
crowds, gladly willing to pay a dimo
year. About 260,000 men are work Gently but thoroughly cleanse and'
through the lock.
HALF-TIMeach for a peep at the planets. Some
ing for the steel trust few if any of
FOR MILLS
regulate your Stomach, Liver and
The Fernbank dam, the construc- those men are
times twenty or thirty persons stood
members of
Fall River, Mass., Sept. 4. The matoday
Bowels while you sleep
in line, waiting for their turn at the jority of the Fall River print cloth tion of which cost $1,300,000, has a trade union. The steel trust in the
width of 1,185 feet, with a lock 900
as
and
the
defealed
The
telescope
enterprising
Iatestrike
the union.
millg were put on half time today.
tronomer did a land office business, Some of the mills are to run three feet long and 110 feet wide. Tho Influex of aliens constantly coming to
That awful sourness, helching of
lock is oh the Ohio side of the rive,-- ,
our shores to secure employment :it acid and foul gases; that pain in the
days weekly and others alternate while the
"Bear-Traps,- "
There was a regular mix-uof Mur- - weeks.
because they must live, is pit of the stomach, the heartburn,
which can be operated by compressed my price,
after
used as a club by the trusts to pre nervousness, nausea, bloating
air so as to regulate the flow of vent men
dizziness
of
fear
work
for
eating,
from
feeling
fullness,
quitting
water through the dam, are located
that they cannot secure employment and sick headache, means Indigestion;
Grain Binders,
Deere Plows,
close to the Kentucky shore. The
a disordered stomach, which cannot
;
elsewhere."
Bear-trop- s
'have a total width of 240
Machines,
Farm Wagons,
be regulated until you remove the
riowing
feet and between them and the lock Is
cause. It Isn't your stomach's (fault
Rakes,
Hay
GREAT
NAVAL
dam
REVIEW.
the
Spring Wagons,
proper, formed of 225 wickets
Your stomach is as good as any.
During the summer most persons are annoyed with pimples, of a total width of 900 feet. It is Berlin, Sept. 4. Thousands of
Bean
Threshers,
Buggies,
Try Cascarets; they cure indigesboils, rashes or eruptions, while others suffer more severely with expected that the total Improvement
from all parts of the empire are
Grain
Binder
cleanse
Threshers,
because
tion,
immediately
they
Twine,
Eczema, Acne, Tetter, Salt Rheum, or some kindred skint disease. work in the Ohio river will be com- assembling at Kiel where, tomorrow
and regulate the stomach, remove the
Bean Harvesters,
All skin affections come from humors and acids in the circulation. pleted in about ten or twelve years.
Emperor "William will review the bigAutos.
food
The blood, as it circulates through the system, deposits these humors
gest force of German warships ever sour, undigested and fermenting
bile
and
foul
excess
the
take
gases;
One
hundred and forty ves
and acids iit the sensitive membranous flesh which lies just beneath
gathered.
EMPLOYING PRINTERS MEET
dean
with
of from the liver and carry off the
sels,
the outer skin. This acrid matter causes inflammation and a discharge
aggregate
tonnage
' and
Denver, Sept. 4. Representing the
waste
matter
poison
composed
tons
and a personnel of 25,000
which breaks through the delicate cuticle, and skin diseases are the printing industry of the entire coun 400,000
men will be seen in, line. Two of the from the intestines and bowels. Then
result. To cure any skin trouble the blood must be freed from all try, delegates to the twenty-fiftanyour stomach trouble la ended foracids and humors, and for this purpose nothing equals S.S.S.
This nual convention of the United Typo-theta-e 22 battleships will be of the Heligo- ever. A Cascaret
tonight will straightor
land
of
type,
great blood purifier completely removes every particle of the impurity,
of America assembled In Den 22,800 tons.
box
en you out by morning a
Laa Vegas. New Mexico.
enriches the blood, and in this way permanently cures skin diseases. ver today. In connection' with the
from any drug store will keep your
S. 5. 5. cures because it purifies the blood and thus does away convention will be held the third In
entire family feeling good for months.
with the cause.' Book on skin diseases and any medical advice you ternational printers' uost congress, At any rate the undertaker never Don't forget the children their little
the sessions . of which will begin has to do the same Job more than insidea need a good, gentle cleansing,
may' desire sent free, S.S.S. is for sale at drug stores.
once.
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Carter's Proxy
By W. C.
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"Don't be so frivblouB, Tag, I'm in
today for a romp."
obedience to hta master'!
sat down on his haunches
one brown eye on Carter's
troubled face while the other eye kept
strict watch on the movements of
Tabby, who was enjoying a
on the window-sill- .
Tag and Tabby
were sworn enemies during the day.
each ever on the alert to resent any
injury, real or fanciful, that might occur to either through tfce agency of
the olher. but when (lie shades o:
night fell, hostilities ceased and the
two slept side by side in Tag's ken
no humor
Tag, in
command,
and fixed

sun-bat-

-

,

,

i

h

nel.

l

Carter, meanwhile, filled and ligh ci
his pipe and meditatively watched the
smoke tfcat arose. "1 don't know wbai
to do. Tfig." he resumed slowly; "l'iu
in love with Helen Granger and I b
lit vt, or am trying to believe, tl a:
she loves me. I want to find out. but
do that until
tell her all
about It. A girl doesn't let a man
know fche ioves him until she is ter
tain he loves her."
Tag gave a sharp, ominous bark at
Ti bby, who had
manifested Gonir
igtis ot changing her position, but
rter, more intent upon his own af- tairs, construed it as a reply.
That is true, Tag," he assented
"You are wise if you are
gravely.
only a deg The proper thing to do Is
to tell Helen that I love her and End
out the rest, but, Tag. therein lies the
trouble She will listen to me when
I talk about
anything under the sun
When I carefully lead
except love
up to that subject, she evades the

s

I

Photograph by Underwood

N. T.

members of the fair sex
are fortunate enough to
possess a face and figure that
are fitted to the classic earb.
whose lines are now so fashionable
and there are many of such among
ur belles are naturally turning to

the Psyche knot as an appropriate
way of wearing the hair.
The coiffure is alike becoming to
the maid or the matron, and it may be
worn at the angle that Is most becoming to- the expression or shape of the
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That Really Refresh the Simple Garments May Be Made
Very
Wornout Frame Hot Water
Attractive by a Little Originality
I
Better Than Cold.
and Ingenuity.
There is nothing more refreshing
Much originality and ingenuity may
these hot days than a bath, either hot be exercised
in planning these sumor cold.
The former in very hot mer frocks Of wash fabrin nr bIIIt
weather is more cooling than the cold If one or two salient rules for the cut
plunge, which acts as too much of a of the garment be very
carefully foltonic. Baths are not equally refreshlowed. A gown designed along pering. Plain Boap and water are all fectly correct lines is made
collarless,
right for cleansing, but wben a bath with V or square shaped neck, peasIs Intended to put new life in us, ant bodice, elbow
sleeves, and high
when half dead with heat, it is well empire waist-line- ,
finished either with
to choose some of the medicated ones a narrow
cording of the material or
whose tonic values were well known
narrow draped girdle. The skirt
to the ancients. If nothing- better of may be laid in
fer trj; lemon bath. This is much all around, finished at the lower tucks
dir
in favor
with Cubans and deserves to with a
fifteen or twenty inch
be better known. Squeeze the Juice flounce, plain
or It may be made with a
of two lemons into a bath of hot wide
panel in both front and back and
water. When it has cooled sufficiently circular side portions.
it will be found wonderfully refresh
Variety of design is obtained by the
ing. Witch hazel baths are cooling addition of applied vokes of contrastand refreshing, particularly if one is ing materia) cut in many original
troubled with prickly heat, mosquito shapes, the same material trimming
bites or stiff joints. Pour in a good- the sleeves. Harper's Bazar.
ly supply just before stepping in the
tub. Sea salt has all the value of dipIN MOUSSELINE DE SOIE.
ping in the ocean if used in one's
own tub. It can be bought by the
package and should be dissolved several hours before bathing. If one
suffers from mosquito bites or hives
try a bath in which a little carbolic
acid has been dissolved. The itching
is quickly allayed. Care must be taken
not to haze the solution too strong.
Boracic acid is also good used in the
same way.
Dippings

Late Summer Millinery.
Ring out the old, ring In the new,
expresses the frame of mind of the
millinery trade and 'the condition of
affairs at present. Practically everyone is glad to see the last of the summer season, certainly the flower and
"
fancy feather houses are, although the
r
hat people,
tailored and
as well as the dealers in untrlmmed
shapes, have profited largely by the
vogue of scantily trimmed hats. The
flower and fancy feather trade is prepared to offer such attractive goods
tor the fall season that It Is confident
of winning out.
n
hats argue well
The new
for wings and 'all upstanding trimmings, branch effects and cockades.
The Millinery Trade Review.
ready-to-wea-

high-crow-

This waist is of black mousseline
de sole tucked all over and trimmed
underneath with a band of gold lace,

which shows through the mousseline
de sole. Both the front and back of
the waist are bordered with black satBridesmaids' Dresses.
in; the corslet and the bottoms of the
At a fashionable wedding that took sleeves are of embroidery, and the
place at the bride's country home re- sleeves are edged with the satin.
The collar and cuffs are of venise
cently the. bridesmaids wore charming
silk relieved with lace, the cravat of black satin.
dresses of rose-pinyokes of cream net and turndown
- The New Tunic.
collars to match.
Ixng sleeveless
The latest fashionable freak of the
coats of pink chiffon, edged with ball
fringe, gave a pretty finish to the tunic so persistently present is one of
color. From a veil of clouds it has
toilettes, and their biscuit-coloretagal straw hats were trimmed with evolved into a white mist and the remalmaisons and wheat ears and big sult It quite sufficiently striking to
bows of pink silk.
satisfy the most rdent cultivator of
the uniqtie.
One of the handsome creations carIroning Tablecloths.
Cheap table linen may be made to rying out this idea was a dark blue
look bs glossy as fine damask If ironed satin with a tunic of sheerest white
r
A band of
lengt'
in the following way: After the linen tulle
boiled
and
embroidered
rinsed,
washed,
been
tulle, into which
heavily
has
wring it as dry as possible, roll It up were introduced hints of blue and
in a dry sheet and leave it for an gold, finished the tunic, which was
hour, then iron It till it is thoroughly belted in at the waist with a black,
dry. In this way the linen escapes blue and gold cord ending in heavy
the wear and tear of hanging on a line tassels.
and keeps a better shape.
Short Tunics Seen.
The Bias Fastening.
While the short tunic seemed
to doomed to a short life last season, it
, It Is one of the new fashions
fasten a skirt on the bias from the has again been Incorporated in the
right hip over to the left knee. new garment and has the IndorseBlouses are also fastened In this ment of Worth, says the Dry Goods
The Idea was Economist This effect is brought out
diagonal fashion.
innovation of in some of the smartest gowns, when
the
about
by
brought
trimming on many of the the waist and short tunic are made
in one.
new gpwna.
k

d

three-quarte-

one-side- d

1

question, changes the conversation, or
has a convenient excuse to go somewhere else at that particular moment.
I've tried a dozen times, but she has
always managed to escape answering
me. So, I'd like to know how I'm
going to propose to her when she
won't listen to me. JuBt tell me that,

'
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4, 191 r.

old fellow."
The terrier bowed his
scratched the floor with

head

and
right
iore-pavigorously and Carter re
garded the actions as an answer to his
question.
"No, no, Tag; writing
won't do," he declared with conviction.
'Helen told me the other day what
her opinion was of a man who wrote
an avowal of his love on paper and
sent it through the mail like any business communication. I don't care to
be in the class where she places such
men. I must do something else to let
her know I love her, but what shall it
be?"
Tag, however, was too intent upon
his daily feud with Tabby . to take
further Interest la his master's love
affairs. Tabby had rlBen from, the
window-sill- ,
and, with arched back
and gleaming eyes, was bidding defiance to her enemy. Tag rushed wild
ly to accept the challenge, but the cat,
with one swift spring, landed on the
big horn of the graphophone and
from that secure position breathed
continued defiance in several ominous
snarls. The situation gave Carter an
his

!

M

that ticked so monotonously on thm
manuipiece. Ail sorts of possibilities
roo m nn mind. Perhaps she was
sick; perhaps sh was out; perhaps
the record had been broken, or perhaps someone else had received it
and bad listened to his tale of love?
At the last thought, the
young man's
face reddened and hU lips
compressed
If
that
had happened It
tightly;
would bring ridicule upon him
that
would be hard to bear. His fears were
et at rest, however, by the return of
the messenger boy. bearing a parcel
addressed to Carter in Helen's own
handwriting.
Hastily but carefully tearing off the
wrapper. Carter found that she bad
sent him a record In reply to bis own.
A minute later he placed it on bla
graphophone and waited in hope and
lear for the words she had spoken.
They came, slowly and distinctly:
"Mr. Carter: I think you a
Helen Granger
"Well, what do you think of that
Tag?" demanded Carter wrathfully
turning to the terrier, who had managed to elude the vigilance of the
servant and creep once more into his
master's den. "She says she thinks
I am right. Right in whatT
Right In
loving her, right In proposing to her,
right in telling her of my love in this
way, or right in supposing I'm
the biggest fool who ever lived?

rht

This is too much, Tag. I'm going to
her house and stay there until 1 find
out. what it means if I have to stay
there a week. This thing must be

settled."

minutes later Carter reached
the Granger home. Helen was not in,
so he decided to await her return. In
the drawing room he pondered over
the turn affairB had taken and strove
to find a solution of the enigmatical
A few

It was all in
he had received.
vain, however; he could conjure no
hope or reason from Helen's words.
As he walked up and down the room
in his agitation, he happened, to notice his avowal of love in record form
lying on a table near Uelen'B graphophone. He picked it up and gazed
at it as if it could affo : some solution of the problem. There was nothing in Its appearance to help him,
so be placed it upon the graphophone
and btarted the machine determined
to hear once more the words he had
used- - and see if there was anything
in them to justify the reply he had re"
ceived. ,
A moment of silence followed, then
the steady clicking of the needle as
it worked its way over the blank part
of the record, and the words began
to come.
"My dear Helen: I have tried to
love you, but I cannot do bo. I know
that
you love me, but '

rety

encannot reciprocate . Do not
tertain any false hopes;
, it is
best for us to part. Yours sincerely.
Tom Carter."
With an exclamation of horror. Carter took the recoM and examined it
carefully. He found aeveral minute
cracks in th cylinder-shape- d
object
and understood It all. The record had
pten dropped and cracked, probably
by the messenger boy; the cracked
portions gave forth no coherent Bound
as the needle passed over them. His
ardent avowal of love had been
changed to 3Pund like a rejection of
Helen's protestation of affection.. What
could he do to repair the damage, to
set himself right in the eyes of the
idea.
woman he loved? If only he had a
"I have it!" he exclaimed joyfully.
he mlht substitute it
blank
"It's just the thing! Helen has a for the record,
one and she would unbroken
graphophone just like mine. I'll tell derstand when she set it off at his remy tale of love into a blank record
and send it. to her with instructions quest.
He searched the drawing-rooand
not to set It off until she is alone. found what he wanted. A moment latI've sent her many records before he
he adjusted the graphophone and
and I'm sure she will listen attentively was
reiterating his confession of love
to It. Probably she will keep it gointo the new record. Twice he tried
sure
to
or
times
make
two
three
ing
to make sure it was right, and then
of what I have said. It's a great it,
be placed it In the box, slipping the
scheme, the best that could be de- cracked record into his pocket.
vised.
She'll surely answer it, and
Scarcely had be finished when the
the matter will be settled."
door opened and Helen entered, flushIt was easier to plan than It was to ed from her brisk walk. Her face
execute. Difficult as he bad found was grave and her manner
as
it to confess his love to Helen In per- she greeted her visitor, but afrigid
roguish
son, he found It harder still to shout twinkle lurked in the depths of her
his avowal into an uninterested mat eyes.
.
,
chine. It was hard enough to select
I don't understand your re"Helen,
the proper words but more difficult ply to my letter," he began somewhat
to pitch his voice to the correct lover- nervously. In what way do you
like tone. Record after record was think I am rigHt?".
tried and discarded for one fault or
"I tbtok It was a most fitting reply
another, but at last Carter felt he had to what you said, Mr. Carter," she dehe
circould under the
done the best
clared quietly. "Just listen to what
cumstances, although he was far from you said and I am sure you will unsatisfied with his production.
doubtedly agree with me." Picking up
Testing his waxen proxy once more the record she placed it on the graphsure
It
to make
that
fully conveyed ophone.
what he wished to say, Carter careThey both listened eagerly, one in
fully placed it In a box and marked hope, the other with difficulty mainoutside
the
Instructions
the
that taining her gravity, as the words reupon
it must not be used except when sounded through the room:
Helen was alone. The precious little
"My dear Helen: I have tried to tell
packet was then tied up In a paper you how much I love you but I canand placed upon the table, while Car- not do so. I know that it is
ter left the room to obtain a trust- sumptuous in me to think that preyou
worthy messenger to carry the packet love me, but I hope and pray that
to its destination.
you do not feel you cannot reciprocate
Tabby, not .content with carrying on my affection. Do not let me entertain
descended
a wordy warfare,
from the any false hopes; if you do not love
horn and engaged In open conflict me, it is best for us to
Tours
with her enemy. The skirmish was sincerely, Tom Carter." part
and
but
brief,
Tabby,
sharp
retiring
"Now, Helen," Carter asked as he
in confusion, sprang upon the table to stopped the graphophone, "do
you
of
the now in- think you sent me the
escape the onslaught
right asswer
furiated Tag. As she did so, the lit- to my message?"
tle parcel that Carter had prepared so
"1 do, indeed, Tom," she
replied
carefully was overturned and rolled slowly, suffering him to hold the hand
floor.
to the
he had taken, "I think you are right
The sound of the battle attracted
to love me, don't you?"
the attention of the servant who rushed into the room and, after picking up
A Catastrophe.
the parcel that bore the name of Helan
"Here's
account of a man who
the
drove
en Granger,
belligerents out
of the house Just as Carter reappeared Is going to have rabbit's eye grafted
with a messenger boy. The latter, on his own."
"Good gracious! Suppose he bites
after receiving numerous admonitions
and instructions, departed with the everybody he Bees with a cabbage
parcel and Carter, with head!"
a sigh of relief, resumed his pipe.
Contrary to Nature.
For more than an hour he paced
"There's lots in it"
up and down his room, Impatiently
"In what?"
smoking and watching the slow progress of the hands of the little clock
"The vacuum business.''
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CALENDAR

OF SPORTS
FOR THE WEEK

Monday.
Opening of Grand Circuit race meet
ing at Charter Oak park, Hartford,
Conn, s

Opening of Astoria Centennial re
gatta and swimming tournament at
Astoria, Ore.
worlds championship
wrestling
match between Gotch and Hacken- schmidt at Chicago.
National Motor Boat carnival and
International cup races at Hunting
ton, L. I.
Opening of annual open air horse
show at Newport, R, I.
Middle States regatta on Speedway
Course, New York city .
New England amateur rowing asso
ciation regatta at Boston."
Annual tournament of Texas state
Bowling league opens at Houston.
AMnual championkhlp tournament
of Massachusetts Golf association of
Manchester.
Annual championship tournament
of New Hampshire Golf association
at Rochester, N. H.
Annual Virginia
tournament opens at. Lynchburg.
Corinthian Football team of England plays at Vancouver, B. C.
Ohio
state' championship tennis
tournament opens at Cleveland.
championship tennis tournament opens at Cincinnati.
Western New York championsp
tennis tournament opens at Buafflo.
Twenty-fou- r
hour automobile race
at Brighton Beach, N. Y.
Eddie McGoorty vs. Jack Dillon, 10
rounds, at New Orleans.
Johnny Kilbane vs. Joe Rivers, 20
rounds, at Lob Angeles.
Andy Bezenah vs. Sammy Trott, 10
rounds, at Columbus, O.
Young Sayler vs. Tommy Murphy
10 rounds, at
Indianapolis.
"Knockout" Brown vs. Joe English,
10 rounds, at Toronto.
Close of the season in the Texas
league, Blue Grass league, Ohio state
league and Central association.
Tuesday.
Annual tournament
of Missouri
State Golf association opens at

4 4
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iub lames

,

wno

A. Spie'ss

Elmer
Veeder
Stern & Nahm
Bacharach Bros
Brown & Manzanares
A Friend
iq.OO
Mrs. J. M. Cunningham
10.00
Louis Ilfeld
10.OO
John A. Papen
10.OO
H. Friedman
10.OO
E. G. Murphey
10.OO
Rosenthal Furniture Co
10.00
Will Springer
10.00
Mrs. Jphn Clark
7.00
Minnie Thompson
10.20
John Shank
6.50
John A. Ross
5.00
Kate Wright
5.00
Chas. Rosenthal
5.00
Mrs. Gohlke
5.00
Vogt & Lewis
6.00
B. T. Mills
5.OO
Winters Drug Co...
5;00
H. Schirmer
5.00
Mrs. Benjamin
5.00
5.00
Danziger Bros
Chas. 0Malley
5.00
'
Mrs. R. Flint
6.00
Graaf Dry Goods Co
6.00
Johnson
,
5.00
C. V. Hedgcock
5.00
5.00
Montgomery Bell
W. G. Haydon
6.00
Mrs. Davis
5.00
Opening of annual open air horse Ludwlg W. Ilfeld
6.00
show at Rutland, Vt.
C. H. Bally
6.00
Pacific States championship tennis C. D. Boucher
25.00
tournament opens at Long Beach, Cal F.
25.00
Harvey
Wednesday.
25.00
A Friend
Intercollegiate ...chanipionshi .. ten- A. A. Jones .....
. .
.........
20.00
nis tourney opens at Philadelphia.
15.00
J. D. ' W. Voeder . . . , t
horse D. J.
Opening of annual open-ai- r
15.00
Leahy
'
show at Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
15.00
S. B. Davis, Jr..
Close of- - the season In the Vir- M M. Sundt
15.00
ginia league,
league, Ne- H. G. Coors....
15.00
braska state league and Southeastern
15.00
Chester Hunker
league. ,
10.OO
F.. J. Tanrert
.
Thursday.
.
10.00
International' tennis matches begin Dr. F. E. Olney.
10.00
'.
at West Side Tennis club, New YorK Henrietta C. Lucas
5.00
Frank
Bopo
city.
5.00
McNair
Lydia
Race meet of the Philadelphia auto
5.00
M. Greenberger
trade association, Philadelphia.
5i00
M
L.
Cooley
Automobile race meet at Mlnnj-sot- a
5.00
Judge E. V. Long
state fair, Hamline, Minn.
3.00
Duncan & Brown
Friday.
3.00
O.
L.
Gregory
Opening of Pacific coast championi.. 2.50
ship swimming meet at Las Angeles. Chas. Greenclay
2.50
Geo. H. Hunker
Saturday.
2.00
Opening of the autumn race meet- O. G. Schaefer
2.00
Perry Onion
ing of the Montreal Jockey club.
2.00
Automobile race meet at Charter Mrs. Treiferton
2.00
Earickson & Sabin
Oak Park, Hartford, Conn.
2.00
Jack Briqton vs. Freddie Welsh. W. Koogler
2.00
20 rounds, at San Francisco.
Pete Roth
2.00
Co.
Lumber
South
Atlantic
championship
2.00
Jose Baca
swimming meet at Baltimore.
2.00
Football team )t Eng- El Dorado
, Corinthian
2.00
land plays at Chicago.'
Mr. Anderson
2.00
Start of the Bermuda mo'tjf boat R. L. M. Ross
race from Huntington Bay, L. I. Gus Lehmann
,. 1.00
Football game between the Uni- New Optic
1.00
1.00
versity of California and the Barbar- Mr. Freize
ians at Berkeley.
1.00
Ida Laird
International automobile race for M. Biehl
1.50
a
the Italian Grand Prix over the
1.50
Mr. Closson
,
circuit.
.1.00
Chinaman
Rhode Island state championship Cash
1.00
tennis tournament opens at Provi- M. J. Wood...'.
1.00
dence.
1.00
E. C. de Baca
Close of the season in the Cana- E. S. Lewis
1.00
dian league, Appalachian league. New R. Devine
J.00
f
Atlantic C. S. Brown
England league, South
1.00
league.
1.00
N. Fontaine
Sunday.
Frank Strass
Close of the season in the Connec- Jacobs
1.00
..v
ticut league, Wisconsin-Illinoi- s
league, Ed Thias
1.00
..
Northern states league. Central league Mrs. M. R. Williams
1.00
league and Minne Mr. Randolph
1.00
league. ,
1.00
E. E. Johnson
i
1.00
V. Jones
MINNESOTA STATE FAIR
1.00
Hoffman & Graubarth
Minneapolis, Sept. 4. With a won- O. Maloof
L00
derful array of exhibits In all depart-raen- Tucumcari
1.00
including agriculture, horticul- Arthur Senecal
1.00
ture, live sfbock, machinery and gen Miss Anna Rieve
1.00
eral industry, the Mlnnesosota state
1.00
Calloway & Lowe
fair opened today and will continue Juan
1.00
,
Ortega
until the end of the week. In addi- Mrs. Treverton .....
J.00
tion to the educational exhibits the Cash
1.00
c.onagement has provided an attract-tiv-e J. K. Martin.
1.00
program of entertainment. Horse R. R. Larkin..
1.00
' .50
racing, aeroplane flights, band ;:on F. Rubio
certs and various outdoor spectacles D. C. de Baca
.50
are included among 'the features.
.50
Frank Vaughn .....
Mrs. Monsimer . . .
.60
.60
Milly Lent is so slow. Billy Why, Mrs. Lee
X
.60
thought it made a lot ot people fast. Joe Ortega ........

f

1

THE MAROONS' RECORD
May 16 Japs, 2; Maroons 11.
May 17 Japs, 8; Maroons, 9.
May 30 Railroaders. 1; Maroons
2- -

June
June
June
June

"

0

.50
.50
50
50
50
50

BASE BALL

Tri-Stat- e

Trl-Stat- e

Kft

Kn

Aniceta Baca
25
,
Harold Cohn
25
Bat Fram
.25
Pilar Abeyta
.25
Bonifacio Mares
.25
This list Is to be continued this
week.

15.00
15.00
15.00
10.00
10.00

E.- -

A,

W. Doll
Geo. Smith
A. Taylor s.
C. H. Stewart
Mr. Freeman
Cecil Boucher
McMillan . . . .'
T. Mortimer

are soliciting for
Las Vegas hospital are meeting with
great success and every indication
points to the success of their financial
campaign to raise $3,000. The list
of cash donations to date follow:
San Miguel Bank....
$200.00
First National Bank
100.00
Gross, Kelly & Co
ioo00
Charles Ilfeld Co
100.00
Max Nordhaus
60.00
D. Winternitz
30.oo
Plaza Trust Co
25.00
J. H. Stearns
25.00
Frank Gehring
25.00
Mercantile Co
25.00
Graaf & Hayward
25.00
E. Rosenwald & Son
25.00
Crystal Ice Co
25 00
C. WIegand
25.OO
Appel Bros
20.00
W. 3. Gortner
15.00
Chas.

50
50
.50
k.i

Taichert
4 Mr. Foster
f Mr. Palmer

CASH DONATIONS TO
HOSPITAL

mi.

..

Gordon

J.

f
f

f

4

Dawson, 7; Maroons, 3.
Dawson, 4, Maroons, 2
11
Dawson, 2; Maroons, 3
18 Santa Fe, 13; Maroons

-

10

June 19 Albuquerque, 3; Ma- roons, 4.
June 20 Albuquerque, 4; Ma- roons, 3.
June 24 Santa Fe 8 ; Maroons '9.
June 25 Santa Fe 3; Maroons 7.
July 4 Wagon Mound, 3; Ma- roons, 10.
July 9 Santa Fe 6; Maroons 8.
July 15 Albuquerque, 5; Ma- roons, 10.
July 16 Albuquerque, 11; Ma- roons, 6.
July 17 Santa Fe 12; Maroons

f
f

f

f

10.

f
f

f

-

f

f

July 22 Raton, 8; Maroons, 18.
July 23 Raton, 6; Maroons. 3;
4(six innings.)
26
7.
Dawson,
July
3; Maroons,
July 27 Dawson, 3; Maroons, 4.
July 29 Raton, 2; Maroons, 4.
July 30 Raton, 13; Maroons, 8. 4'
August 8 Raton, 14; Maroons,
-

8.
9 Raton 6; Maroons 8.
10 Raton 2; Maroons 3.
August" 15 Raton, 7; Maroons 4. August 16 itaton, 6; Maroons 8. 4August 18 Dawson 5 ; Maroons 1.
19 Dawson J2;, Maroons,-- f
August
" a.
V
'.

August
August
"

f
-

August

2--

Amarlllo 0; MAroona

23

Amarillo 2; Maroons

6.

f August

4 7..
4 August
4 7.
4 August
4

24

Amarillo

26

Santa Fe 1; Maroons

27

Santa Fe 4; Marooas

4 ; Maroons

16.

4 August
4 5.
4 August
4 10.

29

4 August

30

Dawson

31

Dawson ,0; Maroons

Dawson 8; Maroons
.

.

2; Maroons

4-

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4- -

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

August
,1.

Sept
Sept.

.

2
3

Santa Fe 2; Maroons 17.
Santa Fe 6; Maroons 8.

4
4
4

4
4

Standing of the Team
Won 27; lost 12; percentage

.690.

44444444444

The man .who fails is apt to regard
success as an accident

The Optic prints all the news.

Painting'
and
Paper
Hanging
First class work
and best of ma-

terials is my
,

motto. Esti-

mates cheerful'

ly given.

.

H. T. Davis
Phone Main 357.
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from small and relatively Insignificant things.
Peter Cooper made his wealth In
humble glue.
The man who first
water
iiith carbonic acid gas charged
for soda foun
tain use became many times a millionaire.
Pills and patent medicines have
built many palaces.
The simple metallic eyelets In
which shoes are laced brought big returns. The little invention by which
perforation on postage stamps are
made yielded more profit than a gold
mine.
A big fortune lay in the silk fibre
device in bank note paper.
Buttonhooks, pencils, toys, new processes for making pens and pins-- all
have contributed their quota of bij
fortunes.

16.00
S.OT

One Year

Six Months

OPTIC AND STOCK
GROWER
$2.00

WEEKLY

A MILLION WANTKD

Arrangements are now being made
the National Association for tbe
One Tear
100 Prevention of Tuberculosis to raise at
6ix Months
least one million dollars by the sale
'
(Cash in Advance for Mall
of Red Cross stamps this year. This
Subscriptions.)
r
Remit by draft, check or money means that the sale must be more
order. If sent otherwise we will not tli an three times what is was last
' year and that one hundred million of
oe responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on application. the little stickers used during the holseason must be sold throughout
AT iday
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
This is only a little
the
country.
TIME
OF
THR5 EXPIRATION
more than one stamp for every man,
PAID FOR.
woman and child in the country, and
Advertisers are guaranteed the with the proper amount of interest in
largest daily. and weekly ' circulation the work the
to bo
o' ny newspaper in Northeastern able to reach organization ought
the mark which it has
New Mexico.
set for itself.
The association has accomplished
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 4, 1911.
wonderful results In fighting the
white plague and has been instrumental in arousing.the people to the menPUXIS1IMENT FOK WIFE
ace from, consumption. In securDESEKTION
to carry on its' work
ing funds
the sale of the Red Cross Christmas
One of the practical results o!. the
stamps has been one of the chief
annual meeting of the American I'.ar sources, and this is the fourth year
association Is the enactment of uni- that the scheme has been tried. In
form laws In the several states, the the last three years about $70,000
association having a standing com- was realized from the sale of the
mittee for the encouragement ot uni- stamps, but this year It is hoped to
One of tbe make the
formity In state laws.
receipts greater 'than the
most Important reforms advocated by combined results of the three
pre
the association through this com mJt-te- e vious
years.
is legislation in every state for
Cooperation by the public is esthe proper punishment of mei vho sential if the society is to make a
desert their wives.
record which will meet with the exThe act formulated by the Ameripectations of its officers. The cause
can Bar association and already en- is a most
worthy one and the lib
acted in five states provides lot the
of
the
people can be ex
erality
punishment ot wife deserters by im erted in no better channels. The
prisonment at hard labor, a portion of ravages of the disease which it la
the proceeds of their labor 'j'ng to hoped to eventually stamp out ara
.the support of their families.
known to every well Informed person,
in hence the need of assistance In the
. This law would be improved,
ur judgmsnl; by including a
Is clear.
for the release of the convicted fight
New Mexico has a peculiar Interest
husband on probation the release in
doing a big share in promoting the
from ii risonment to continu.) in sale of the stickers. This state is
ue" culprit lives, with, and
force whi
the mecca for numerous people afsupports his family.
filiated with the disease, many of
Many states already have 8 proba- them in a hopeless condition when
tion law, covering felonies generally. they reach here. It Is to New Mexico's
The law, empowers the trial court to
advantage to do everything possible
suspend sentence during good
to aid in the fight, and the sale of
and the results have been the'
stamps ought to be unusually
found quite satisfactory. It is it soe-cilarge this year. Every city and town
merit la dealing with first ofto get interested in the matter
ought
fenders and with men who are not at once and make
special efforts to
'criminals by natural inclination. A make the sale
greatly In excess of
.probation law would, it appears, be of last year.
particular' value in dealing with tha
wife deserter. The earnings of a. man
in prison are small at best, and the THE RAILROAD TROUBLE
.portion of such earnings that would
be allotted to his family under the
It is unfortunate that the confer- plan of the American Bar assoclatirn ance of the labor leaders and the
rep
would be of little help.
of the railroads at San
resentative
And unfortunately, while the man
Francisco was not productive of a
who deserts his Wife is. generally desettlement of the difficulties which
imserving of a prison sentence, his
may precipitate a strike on the Harri-maprisonment involves the punishment
and several other lines, mainly
of his family as well as himself. By
because the unions want recognition
lodging with the court the power to of a federated council
through whom
liberate him on probation so long as
can be settled. This the
disputes
he makes amends by taking care of
railroads refuse to agree to. This
his wife and children, meanwhile hold
contention seems to be the one which
ing over his head the prison sen'ence stands in the way of a settlement of
as a punishment for his failure to ob- all
the points at issue, and it is hoped
serve the court's orders, a mor6 ef-some agreement may be finally
that
"
fectlve reform would be accomplished.
reached
concessions by both
It fs only in the large cities that the sides. through
authorities have evidence of tbe apA strike just now would be bad.
palling proportions of the ortmo of The railroads are busy with the
'
wife desertion. The police of Chicago
of crops and Immense loss
and New York, for example, iiave handling
would undoubtedly result from tha
thousands of cases brought to iheir
up of traffic. Business condiattention every year, the crim-- being tieing
tions are not the best in many parts
much more prevalent when tlmss ere
of the country and the throwing out
hard. There is a large percentage
of employment of many thousands of
men who do not possess the moral
men would be disastrous for trade
to
ot
"stand
adver In
the gaff
courage
general. There is a possibility of
sity. They are weak, rather than a
strike,
althought many of the leadIf
out
of wort tnd
thrown
t criminal.
ers are optimistic that the trouble can
unable for a considerable time to find
be settled without resort to that. As
'
employment, they drift into the groat the men on the various lines afarmy, of human derelicts and .coward fected have voted to
strike in case
ly desert their wives. To send them
their demands are not acceded to it
to prison does not reform them, and must be admitted
that the situation
the most likely result is tj make is one of
great seriousness.
them permanent members of the ciim-ina- J
The labor leaders are moving
class. But the fear of prlspn
in the matter and their causlowly
would force many of them back Into tion
result in both sidee eventumay
.the ranks of the workers.
upon a solution of the
ally
agreeing
o
problems which confront them. NegoWHERE FORTUNES COME tiations have not been entirely broken
eff with the railroads, and with this
FROM
condition existing the situation remains such that there is a possibility
The will of a New York contractor of the
controversy being amicably ar
the
revealed
a
fact
has
that sand pile
ranged.
r
yielded him $3,000,000.
not
so
This is.
extraordinary as it
may eem. The history of business is
Milly Lent is so slow. Billy Why,
full at examples of fortunes amassed I thought It made a lot of people fast
by

'
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(Continued From Page One)
ALL TRACES OF THE RIOTrHAVE
BEEN OBLITERATED AND
CITY IS ORDERLY '
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"Home Folks' Strong for Gotch.
Humbodlt, la., Sept. 4. "Home
folks", of Humboldt, la., the birthplace of Frank Gotch, and the scene
of his recent preparation for today's
match with George Hackenschmidt,
almost to a man, were confident this
morning that the wires this afternoon
would flash the word "victory" for
the champion. Humboldt's opinion
as to the outcome of today's match
may be best summed up in the one favorite expression: "That Russian
hasn't a look in on Frank.'

though several small wagers have
been reported. It was predicted In
Gotch's camp that the champion
would enter the ring a 2 to 1 U
vorlte, while others said it would be
7 to 6 against Hackenschmidt
Hackenschmidt apologized to his
trainers for hig petulence whey they
met him this morning.
"I know I have been rather short
tempered lately," said the big fellow,
"but I have no criticism as to my
training. I am not nervous over the
match, but I'm tired of the rout'ue of
training. I've been at it nearly five
months, in one way or another, and
it would be a great relief to actually
get my hands on the man I have
been training to conquer."
The Russian did not awake until 9
o'clock, when he was served with ho;
coffee and toast in his room. Th's
was followed with a two mile walk,
after which there was more coffca
and toast, with four soft boiled eggs
in addition. He planned to rest until 1:30 o'clock, starting at that hour
in his manager's automobile for the
arena. He said he had purchased a
ticket to sail on the Olympic September 9, for England.
Despite the long lines of ticket pur
chasers, the stands filled slowly save
in the bleachers. Their reservations
secured, most of the prospective spec
tators left the line to spend the intervening hour elsewhere. The stage
was set early. It consisted of an IS
on the homo
foot mat, double-ropeof
a
with
moving pic
plate,
battery
ture machines elevated over the pitching mound. In the outfield a space
was roped off for a possible over-

Mexico City, Sept.
was
nothing in the aspect of this city today to recall yesterday's rioting except the heavy patrol of mounted police which moved about the town at
regular intervals. Shutters were removed from the store windows at the
usual hour this morning and everything waa reported quiet.
General Reyes ascribes the affair
to a prearranged plan of certain persons attached to the department of
Both Men Impatient.
communications. The' general said he
Chicago, Sept. 4. Gotch and Hackhad communicated this Information enschmidt this forenoon impatiently
to President De La Barra, who prom- awaited the struggle for the premier
ised that he would see that the plan, wrestling honors of the world. Each
i such a one existed, was frustrated.
man declared himself to be in the
A proclamation, ; telegraphed
by finest possible condition and each
Francisco L Madero from Puebla, and
that the contest must go to
published here today, expressed his a finish. Hackenschmidt, the chaldisapproval at the breaking up of the lenger, insisted that the match would
be a continuation of the one he abanReyes meeting yesterday.
Stoned and forcibly robbed of 3,000 doned until he finished with Gotca
pesos yesterday by a mob of Maderis-tas- , three years ago. Gotch, the champion,
in the principal thoroughfare of said ha would pin the shoulders or
the capital, General Bernardo Reyes, the mighty Russian to the mat becandidate for the presidency in oppo yond all question.
Drawn by the promise of a finish
sition to Francisco I. Madero, was
forced to abandon an effort to address struggle this afternoon, thousands ol
his constituents and to run the gaunt- wrestling enthusiasts have gathered
let of a jeering crowd upon whom the from all corners of America and. even
police had received orders not to fire from Europe. Hundreds of visitors
were turned ' away from the hotels , flow.
except as a last resort.
last night, unable to secure accommo
the
Repeatedly the police charged
turbulent element, however, and the dations, and many of them spent the
records of the Red Cross, the White night near the baseball park, standCross and the commissaries accounts ing in the line leading to the gen
for fortyhree wounded as a result ot eral admission ticket offices. From
Most of these the east came many, and the Pacific
the day's disorder.
were injured by the stones, but manj coast contributed its quota but it re
show bruises and gashes made by the mained for Iowa, the home state of
Gotch, to send the largest delegation.
sabers of the mounted police.
Humboldt, la., where Gotch has lived
was
The stoning of the aged general
since boyhood, was represented by
about
a
of
that
climax
riot
the
began
10 o'clock in the morning and had not nearly all of its male population.
The early ticket sales indicated
been entirely quelled late tonight.
Since its beginning police and soldiers that by far the largest crowd that
have patrolled the streets, but because ever witnessed a wrestling match
men
of the government's desire not to use would be in the park when the
3 o'clock. A con
at
entered
the
ring
the iron hand, the heavily armed
estimate placed the throng
horsemen had but an Intlmidatory ef servative
will jam the park at 30,000.
which
fect upon 'the rabble.
It was calculated early today that
A battle is reported to have occur
had already reached the box
$50,000
Gen
under
red between federal troope
office.
This amount. It waB believed.
eral Federlco Morales end a force would be swelled to $75,000 betoro
commanded by General Emlliano Za- - the match
begins, while some, pre
pota, near Chinamaca, in the state of dicted that the gate receipts will
Morales. News reached the depart reach
$100,000,
ment of the interior today that fifty
There was a different spirit in the
of Zapata's men have 'been killed.
camps of the rivals at breakfast to
Zapata was seen to fall from' his day. Gotch was all confidence. He
horse. General Zapata, who was
announced that he would take a brisk
an adherent to Francisco I. walk and rest "until time to
go to
Madero, is reported to have gathered the arena. He spent much of his time
several hundred men at Chinamaca in
greeting his Iowa admirers, smilingly
violation of an agreement with Matelling them that he would be the
dero to disband his men.
victor.
Hackenschmidt, on the other hand,
was a prey to unrest The nervousness he has been showing for some
GIGANTIC PARADES
time was evident.
"Hackenschmidt is
but his
FEATURE OF DAY nervousness does not nervous,
come from fer.r.
t
but from eagerness," said Dr. R. F.
Roller, the foreign invader's chief
LABOR DAY OBSERVED IN DEN
trainer.
VER AND LOS ANGELES BY
"Gotch is in the best condition of
MANY THOUSANDS.
his career," said Emll Klank, Gotch's
manager. "I believe he will win, buf
Los Angeles, Sept. 4. With bauds it will be a long, desperate struggle."
Police officers today announced
playing the "Marseilles," nearly
union men and women marched In that 250 policemen would be on ihe
the Labor Day parade here today. grounds to maintain order and to gee.
Under orders from Mayor Alexander,
the 'original route was changed, so
that the marchers did not pass the
county jail where the McNamara
brothers, the alleged dynamiters, are
confined pending tbe trial next month.
But when the marchers reached the
intersection of Temple and Main
streets, the nearest
point to the
prison, they doffed their hats ani
marched bareheaded past the corner.
Neither John J. McNamara, or his
brpther left his cell to catch a
glimpse of the parade.
d
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AMERICAN

LEAGUE.

.....

.7
.5

Chicago

3
6

2
1

.

Western League.
At St. Joseph: 'Omaha, 5; St Jo
R.H.E. seph, 4.
At Lincoln: Lincoln, 2; Pueblo, 3.
6 7 A
At Sioux City: Des Moines, 1;,
3 8 5
R.H.E. Sioux City, 5.
two
At Denver: Denver-Topek- a
3 7 1
10 1 games this afternoon.
R. H. E.

At Boston
New York
Boston
At Philadelphia
Washington
Philadelphia
At Cleveland
8
Chicago
9
Cleveland
At St Louis: No game this
ing; two games this afternoon.

AFTERNOON

11 2
14 3
morn-

American League).
Detroit, 3; St. Louis, 7.

R.H.E.
6
9

2
6

'

Boston, 1; New York, 5.

3
0

R.H.E.
7
8

3
4

Pittsburg

GAMES

National League.
Pittsburg, 1; Cincinnati, 3.
Philadelphia, 0; Brooklyn, 6.

NATIONAL LEAGUE.

At Brooklyn
Philadelphia
Brooklyn
At Pittsburg
Cincinnati

Louis

s

Games.

Morning

St

GAMES

TODAY'S

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

3
3

R. H. E. WANTED A home for a girl of 15,
who is able to help in housework.
4 10 2
Address Box 533.
6 8 1

At New York
Boston
New York

'

RaLms For SaJe
350 Head of Rambouillet and Delaine Merino Rams
These rams are specially bred for range purposes ard by one
of the best breeders in the United States. We have had them at
our ranch since the 1st of July. They are in fine shape for service
this fall. Would be pleased to meet parties at any of the trains
stopping at our station, Shoemaker,' and show them the rams.
For further particulars address,

d

J. P. Van Houten

Co.

Shoemakr,

N. M.

T

IT PAYS

WHY

TO BUY

ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something- to inspire confidence.
He has not 6nly explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, not
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, tuit it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.
f

ofr-mer-

It Always

to Buy

Pays

Advertised Goods

"

13,-00- 0

j

c--

RUSSIAN LION

.R.H.E.

At Chicago

that the crowd is seated rapidly. Betting on the contest has been slow, al-

DEFEATS

GOTCIi

All Colorado
Denver, Sept.

Celebrates.
4.
Business wa
practically suspended in Colorado
cities and towns today for the annual celebration of Labor Day. Although local showers were predicts!
the prospects early today were for
favorable weather conditions.
A parade of 5,000 union men, scheduled to move at '9 o'clock, was' the
opening feature of today's celebration in Denver. This was to be followed by a basket picnic, a program
of athletic events and an address by
Henry George, Jr. At Pueblo a similar program was arranged and in the
southern Colorado coal fields toe
day's celebration was centered at
Trinidad.
In the northern Colorado coal fields,
where a strike has been in progress
for several months, the celebration
was held at Lafayette.
The man who fails is apt to regard
snccess as an accident
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Butterflies will
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soon take

flight

and with them must go
soon come, and the Snow-Ma-

the Butterfly Clothes. Frosts will
before you know it, will make his regular
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prices are
always as low as high quality goods can be marked.
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School Togs That are Right for School Boys and Girls
See Our Line of Clothing, Shoes and Hats
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PERSONALS

Prescripiionist

Fred E. Corbett is here from Nolan,
N. M., to look after business affairs.
j. m. Cunningham left last

ir.

.The man who does the
weighing the
the man who measuring.,
knows how

1
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WICKS

THIS MARK

BATTING HERO

night for a visit to Socorro on bus!
nese.
,nd why-- the
man on
Attorney W. J. Luoas went to Santa
MAWHIS.
whom
Fe yesterday afternoon on legal busi o.vrvto
everything depends.
AT NOON AND 10U PRACTITIONERS
A
of
FiKWrTcn
Our
sign
THE DOUGHTY LITTLE SHORT
unequaled quality, is on every
ness.
responsibility is never
OFFICES AND CITY ENJOYED
lost sight of for a
TO
ATTEND
ANNUAL
MEDof
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Ireland returned
STOP FIRST WITH A.
our Gut Glass. When you see it
moment
piece
HALF HOLIDAY
ICAL CONVENTION
this afternoon from a short
prescription filling Every
to
OF .404.
know
you
you have the best.
Prescription
Denver.
leaving our
tore is faultless from
Miss Mary Tipton came In from
lADor day, the day of little work
any
Coming from all parts of the South- By clouting the ball at the rate of
standpoint that you may
Watrous this afternoon to place her and much pleasure, dawned
and
bright
ouuueui yuysicians ana sur 404, "Ringer" Wicks has won the bat
take. You may feel safe
niece in school.
clear, making the storekeeper and la geons will arrive here
JEWELER
and sure if we fill your
OPTICIAN
Wednesday af-- ting honors for the month of August
Frank O. Metzger is in Las Vegas, borer wish that Instead of half a
day ixauuuu aim evening in large num He is leading Fisher, the next best
Prescription.
having arrived from his home in Al- he was going to enjoy a whole
day bers to attend the thirtieth annual hitter, by 33 points. B. Smith Is thirj
or .rest. This morning the children
buquerque last night.
meeting of the New Mexico Medical with an average of .353. L. Smith
Miss Sadie O'Byrne has returned started off for school
with the evident society, which will be In session, Wed is fourth with .325 and Ellis is fifth
from a four months' visit to relatives Intention of
WINTERS DRUG CO.
pursuing their studies nesday, Thursday, Friday and Satur- - with an avefag e of .333. Chief Lock- nnd friends In Denver.
diligently if one is to Judge from their day of this week. It is
expected that k1" who has an average of .308
Mrs. Elsie Smith's two children re- brisk walk. The
Phone Maiu 3
youngster who
over 100 medics will be PlaTed in three more game than Ellis
considerably
turned yesterday afternoon from a going to scnooi ror the first time
here. The Las Vegas Medical so-- and ttus nad a greater opportunity
visit to relatives in Chicago.
pranced ,merrily along. From the pri ciety has made ample provision for t0 8Uffer a slump in his hitting. With
Miss Helen
Pugh arrived from mary scholar up to the dignified se the
and ipleasnre of flve mea hitting well aoove ,300 it is
Wagon Mound this afternoon and will nior, each had an individual and Im the pntertalnmeiyt
Any reader of The Optic who contemplates leaving
delegates,
through its arrange- - n0 wonder the Maroons ecored"such
visit in Las Vegas several days.
portant manner.
meat committee which Is composed a magnificent bunch of victories. All
the
city
during the summer months may have The Optic
Judge E. V. Long and Will B. Stapp
That of the lad who Is in the grades of Dr. E. B. Shaw. Dr. H. W.
the games played during the month
t
to any address outside of Las Vegas by leaving word
sent
went to Clayton yesterday afternoon was one of
mischief; of the freshman Dr. H. M. Smith, Dr. C. S. Losey and were included in these averages exto attend the Union
at the business office. The address can be changed as
county court,
cept those two played at Dawson, the
entering high school it was: "I know Dr. M. F. Des Marais.
John Webb left this afternoon for if all; You're all
often
as desired. Subscribers should give the old address
scores
for
were
which
not available
wrong!" Only the
The reception of the incoming doc
Colorado Springs, Colo., where he senior seemed to have an
when asking to have the paper sent to a new location.
air of hu- tors will be the principal order of here. It is admitted by the players,
will attend school at Colorado
however, that the inclusion of the
College mility for he alone realizes how little the
day for Wednesday. Registration Dawson
this winter.
he knows and how much he has yet will occur at 2:30 o'clock in
games would have made practhe
after
Mrs. Lydia A. Dennis arrived from to learn. After
the registration at the noon. At 3 o'clock there will be a tically no difference In the standing
Wabash, Ind., yesterday afternoon and schools, which was large,
of the leaders who have too bie a
Murphey's meeting of the council and at 4 o'clock
will sepnd the winter with her son,
lead to be overcome in two games.
DFFFAT. eiiiT.
Cook
and
busistores
other
were
the
the house of delegates will be con
ft. CLUB IN TWO w. c. Dennis.
The Maroons were at bat during
est places in town.
PRICES- CONTESTS IN ITHE ANCIENT
vened.
These events will all occur the month
Dr. M. F. Des Marais went yester- 490 times and secured 145
Owing to the fact that the Santa Fe t the Commercial club rooms.
CITY
2,000 lbs. or More, Each Dsllvary
ZOo per 100 lbs.
aay evening to Santa Fe in nttond baseball club did not come over for
hits, giving them a team average of
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president .298.
1,000 lbs. to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
the meeting of the state republican the afternoon
The
25o per 100 lbs.
averaee
general
batting
game the mountains of the Normal University, has offer200 lb, to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
IS Cut down hv thn nnnr shnwlnocentral committee.
I0o pr 100 Iba.
Victors in both contests
were
second
the
choice
of
many
Mapeo ed the use of the Normal building
the
60 Iba. to 200 lbs
made by some of the weaker hitters
Each Del I vary
roons returned
40o per 100 Iba.
wixenDaugh, of Raton, sheriff ple. Every road leading northward to
early this morning Of ado
the
ac- - such as Barr and Kellv
have
physicians.
Law
60
Than
They
Each
Iba.,
COo par 100 Iba.
Colfax
COUntV.
who
brnnsrhr
hit
from Santa pe where
Delivery
was
of
traveled
sorts
and
all
by rigs
they defeated
the Ancient City aggregation Satur- from the Gate City to the asylum every favorite picnicking ground had cepted and will hold their opening under 500
session in the auditorium In the main
During August the Maroons won 11
day by a score of 17. to 2 and yester-da- yesterday afternoon, returning home its visitors..
on Wednesday evening at games and lost 4.
building
givine them an
today.
to the tune of 8 to 5.
This afternoon the wrestling match
45 o'clock.
This will be a public average for the month of .733. At
Oeneral W. D. Snyman, who owns between Gotch and Hackenschmldt
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Pitched Saturday's game and Kelly
did a a
function and all the people of Las Ve- - the close of the month the Maroons'
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
large amount of land at Los Alamos, for the world's camplonship was the
good job, holding the Santa Fe
lads
gas are Invited to be present and give percentage for the season was .676
Famous Office 701 Pouglas Avenue.
to return soon from a center of attraction.
to fev hits and
expected
Although no one tne aootora a warm reception. The
fewr scores. ran business visit to his old home In
The batting records of the various
was the star hitter
went
so
as
to
offer
odds
far
the
given following program will be given:
Saturday, getting
players are as follows:
three-hitone of whkh was a home raexico.
by the Chicago sportsmen, Gotch was
Rev.
SkinK.
Norman
AB. R. H. Pet
Invocation,
District Attorney C. W. G. Ward, the favorite. The Optio
run. i ne team got
procured re- er, pastor First Presbyterian church;
eighteen safe hits
.14 B2 14 ,21 .404
K.
E.
Loionei
O.
Twitchell and
A. turns from the ringside and posted
ana roroed Jimmie Lopez, the Santa
Address of welcome, Mayor K. D.
.14 59 12 21 .371
Larrazolo left last evening for Santa bulletins.
twiner, to retire. Only eight
.14 65 12 23 .353
Goodall; Address of welcome on be B. Si
to
Fe
attend today's political junta in
Ii it may be termed a science must
The local fans were interested in half of the Las Vegas Medical so Ellis,
wore played, as Santa Fe ad.11 36 10 12 .333
the bulletins from the National and ciety. Dr. F. T. TT Pest. rvrAsMAnf L. Si
mitted having had enough at the end the Capital.
14 55 14 18 .325
include a means of presenting the
Douglas Hoskins returned from Al- American league games, which were Response to addresses of
of the eight rounds.
14 62
6 16 .308
welcome,
afternoon.
He
buquerque
yesterday
received by The Optic.
14 47 11 11 .234
The Smith brothers did the
Dr. J. J. Shuler, Raton; Address, Dr.
proposition to the greatest number
battery
B
5 17
2
The stores all closed at noon In re R. K. McBride, Las Cruoes; Addreea,
.294
stunts yesterday and were highly ef- - had been employed several months
of prospective buyers. To reach this
14 53
with an engineering; corps engaged in cognition of Labor Day.
8 11 .208
The city Dr. Frank H. FT. Roberta, president
rectlve, although the game was a bat3
2
16
7
.187
Barr
ofBernalillo
officials
closed their
and county
surveyingcounty.
class in the southwest use the
New Mexico Normal
University;
ting: contest from start to fnish. Tam.
4
2 .105
6 19
C D. Duel I came in from La Cueva fices all day. Tho iSast Xaa Vegaa Palinting end the history of medicine Kelly
my Loohart pitched for Santa Fe and
Bcored
Maroona
During August the
morning and left for Den poatofflce made one delivery of mail illustrated! with lantern slices. Dr.
was hit rather freely. The Maroons yesterday
87 points
to , their opponents' 70,
ver this arteitaoon. brom luenver this morning and closed for the day at C. E. Ed son, Denver, Colo.
annexed twelve hits. B. Smith, Wil Mr. Duell with go to the mountains noon. The
All other sessions of the society which is a pretty good record.
day was observed in a
son, Fisher and Wicks each got home where he will spend the next ten quiet and orderly manner. This even will be held In the Commercal club
runs. The Santa Fe boys got nine days fishing.
end the festiv rooms. Dr. F. T. B. Fest will open
ing a public dance-wi- ll
CHICAGO LIVE STOCK.
hits off L. Smith. The Maroons piled
Miss Caroline Michael accompanied ities of the day.
the tweeting on Thursday morning
Sept. 4. Cattle Receipts
Chicago,
with an address on "The Needs of 18,000; market steady to 10 cents up.
up six errors yesterday, principally by her mother arrived this afternoon
on account of the bad condition of from her home in Santa Fe. Mius
New Mexico." Then will follow pa Beeves, $5.208.00; Texas steers,
Michael will resume her studies at
the grounds.
pers and discussions included in the $4.407.00; stockers and feeders,
Several former members of the Sal- the Normal and her mother will
section on medicine, which 'will oc $3.005.50; cows and heifers, $2.25
mon Grays, all of whom were negroes, spend the winter with her sister, Miss
cupy the' entire day. Dr. C. M. Yater 6.35; calves, $6.509.25.
market
of
Roswell will preside as chairman.
mate29,000;
in
Emma
and
Wright.
Hogs Receipts
played
yesterday's game
to
Estevan H. Biernbaum, one of the
The following physicians will read steady to a shade up. "Lights, $7.25
rially strengthened the Santa Fe club
.
(Incoporatod)
both in shade and playing ability. republican leaders of Mora count.' and
papers and participate in the discus 7.80; mixed, $7.107.80; heavy, $6.90
Al
to
territorial
W.
Colbert,
sions of the day: J.
7.70; rlugh, $6.907.15; good
The Maroons were obliged to tele- a member of the republican
buquerque; F. de la Vergne, Albuquer choice heavy $7.257.70; pigs, $5.50
phone to Las Vegas to obtain permis- central committee, was here yester
que; J. A. Rolls, Santa Fe; W. G. 7.65; bulk of sales, $7.207.45.
sion to play against the negroes, as day and left last evening for Santa.
and Dealer In
com
of
the
Sheep Receipts 9,000; market 10c
Hope, Albuquerque; Carrol E. Edson,
the management here decided early Fe to attend the meeting
tickets on
colonist
One
way
Denver, Colo.; P. G. Cornish, Albu higher. Natives, $2.004.00; western,
in the season to cut out all games mittee there today.
WOOL.
sale daily, September 15 to
$4.105.O0;
querque; W. E. Kaser, Las Vegas; $2.404.00; yearlings,
with negro teams.
County Engineer George E.
October 15, 1911, inclusive,
W. R. Tipton, Las Vegas; S. D. Swope, lambs,, native, $4$.006.55; western,
went to San Jose yesterday af
The Santa Fe team, which was to
Mill
from
Demlng; J. H. Wroth, Albuquerque; $4.65 6.55.
have played here today, insisted on ternoon to inspect the bridge being
BAIN WAGONS -- RACINE VEHICLES- -,"
B.
M.
N.
E.
at
that
El
point.
Las
C.
Tex.;
E.
Pecos
Paso,
across
the
Prentiss,
Vegas,
bringing the negroes to Las Vegas. built
Shaw, Las Vegas; R. L. Bradley, Ros
a few points shown
For this reason the game was con- - The steel for the bridge will arrive
Only
For bowet complaints in children
well; C. E. Lukens,. Albuquerque; B.
below. For fares to other
celled and a contest played with the hi week. Work on the structure
SEVEN
D.
M.
limit.
always
give Chamberlain's Colic, Chol
S.
El
to
the
Tex.;
to
Paso,
as
Stevens,
information
is
being pushed
Santa Fe shop team. Las Vegas
points and
castor
and
era
Diarrhoea
and
Remedy
S.
Frank
L.
and
Dope
Burton,
Welch. Pena Blanca;
Dr. W. P. Mills
the liberal stopover privileges
fans, while they will deplore the fact
oil. It is certain to effect a cure and
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N. M
Albuquerque; W. P. Mills, Las Vegas; when reduced with water and sweeten
accorded, phone, write or see
no big Labor Day game occurred here, went, to the mountains to fish yes
Corona, N. M-- , Rowe, N. M., Pecos, K. M.,
maae a goou
M. K. Wylder, Albuquerque.
ed is pleasant to take. No physician
-- will
the undersigned.
uphold the management In plac- terday. Although tuey
Trinidad, Colorado
trouble carrying
To the general public the papers can nrescribe a better remedy. For
Los Angeles
ing the ban on the negroes. An ef- catch they had no
and discussions or Friday morning sale by all druggists.
fort was made last night to arrange their mountain trout home as a young
San Francisco
will be of great interest as they are
a game with Raton but that club sportsman did a few weeks ago, when
San Diego
of the fish in the
was unable to come here on account no y.onD-confined to the subject of tuberculosis
vo"v Ismost
Pasadena
said.
All the teachers of the city and coun
of a previous date with Dawson. The stream, it
Redlands
games with Albuquerque are the only
ty have been invited to be present
Surplus
Sacramento
contests now scheduled.
Dr. LeRoy S. Peters of Silver City will
Capital Paid in
B.
F.
T.
Dr.
and
chairman
as
Common 'Colds Must be Taken
It was announced today that PitchSanta Barbara
preside
Seriously
er James Kelly would be released
Fest will open with an address on
Phoenix
- ' '
the
vitality
cured
.. J
..
sap
unless
For
they
ZL'
"The Racial Question of Procreation
this evening. Jack Lyons,, a
Goldfield
the vital resistance to more
'
and
lower
outfielder formerly with Ra serious infection. Protect your chil
in the Tubercular." Further partlcu
Tonopah
lars regarding the program for the
ton, today joined the Maroons ana dren and yourself by the prompt use
Guaymas
v?t-will furnish the season here.
day will be announced later. Friday
of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
Mexico City
T. HOSKINS. Caahlcr
J. M. CUNNINGHAM, President
afternoon will be devoted to the sec
Fisher was threatened with a gun and not its auick and decisive results
colds, croup, whooping
FRANK SPRINGER, Vice President
and will be presid
on
tion
Tourist
in the hands of a native in Santa Fe For coughs,
specialties
Through
bronchitis and affections of the
A ball was hit slowly cough, chest and lungs it is an ever
ed over by Dr. Frank E. Tull of Al
yesterday.
throat,
Sleepers
would
It
base
u.
third
line.
down the
buquerque. All day Saturday will be
ready and valuable remeay.
run daily to California on
devoted to the section on surgery
have gone foul several inches. Fisher Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Santa Fe fast trains. They
"kicked the sack a little out of the
Dr. J. W. (Colbert! of Albuquerque
have large dressing room for
will preside as chairman.
line, allowing the ball to roll inside
women and smoking room for
it. He did this stunt for a Jok'e but
Several social events will occur
men. Electric lighted. Effica man in ' the crowd attempted venthe week. Thursday evening
during
conand
ient Pullman porter
MIND, YOUR.
geance by pulling his gun. He was
a smoker for the doctors will occur
in
Harvey
charge.
ductor
on
roome
jrested. Fisher claims he wasn't
club
and
Commercial
In
the
in
the
best
the
meals sefved
"Take care of the pennies and the dollars will take
scared but some of the other players
NEIGHBORS and FELLOW
conducted
Friday evening at 8:30 o'clock the an
world.
Personally
of themselves" is just as trite now asjever. You
care
white.
turned
mighty
say he
nual banquet of the society will be
are run three
CITIZENS
excursions
' 'mind
can't
your savings" by tucking them away in some
This
hotel.
held in the Oastaneda
times a week.
corner.
What is needed is
obscure
affair.
In
brilliant
a
be
confidence
will
of
world
a
"I have
We are located at 523
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy for I
The officers of the New Mexico
A SAVINGS BANK
Sixth Street.
have used it with perfect success,"
Dr.
Medical society are as follows:
writes Mrs. M. I. Basford, Poolesville,
F. T. B. Fest, Las Vegas, president
like this one. It's at your disposal to deposit either dimes
Md. For sale by all druggists.
We want your business
R. L. Bradley, Roswell, first vice
or dollars. The savings habit leads on and up to the palINTEREST
(
and will SUIT you or
president; L. S. Peters, Silver City,
ace of wealthdom. fhe habit grows and the slnsation is.
D.
H.
second vice president;
Cairns,
iJltt
"bust a hame-strin- g"
r-13
a pleasing one.
A
R. E. McBride, Las Cruces, secretary
J. A. Massie, Sanlta Fe, treasurer. The
BANK
council Is composed of W. R. Tipton,
Let us hear from you.
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
L.
Batcheler, Agent Las Vegas; W. T. Joyner, Roswell
D.
S. D. Swope, Doming; F. T. B. Fest,
Estimate! Furnished on All Kind of !
Las
Vegas, N. M.
The Parisian Dry Cleaners
Las Vegas; R. E. McBride, Las Cruces
BulldJng -- ob Woifc a Specialty.
Oppoalta Optk.
.Phone Main J3.
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a
stiffened. 1 don'l
see why," she began.
"Well, It's this way. She has a niece
a, namesake
Cornelia, I think, anyhow, she calls her Corry and she's
got an awfully good opinion of herself, and she isn't a bit pretty."
Cornelia gasped. "II you haven't
seen her how do you know?"
"Because the aunt showed me a
picture "
a
Taken ten year ago!
knew that hideous photograph.
"But I oughtn't to talk about her,"
the young man said, repentantly. "Perhaps you know her." '
"Corry Stevens? Yes, I've known
her for years."
"Please don't give me away," he
begged. "It was a mean trick to talk
about her. But I love the
and I hate to go back to the hotel and
dress up."
"Don't go," she said, suddenly.,
"Have lunch with me. It's over there
in a basket." Then, wistfully, "You
won't think me too unconventional
will you, for asking you? I've known
Miss Jane Stevens for years, so I
feel as If we have been properly Ins
troduced."
"She's a dear old soul," he said'
earnestly.
"Are you the 'rich Mr. Dobson'?";
asked.
"Who called me that?" he demandMary-Corneli-

I

Rich
Mr. Dobson
By VHOIMIA BLAIR

(Copyright, 1U. by Associated Llterary

Prei.)

"I certainly don't want to meet
with her
him," said
head In the air. "He hasn't a thing
to recommend him but his money."
"How do; you know?" Leonora demanded.
sat
"Listen to this!"
up In the hammock, and read:
"'I want you to be nice to him,
Corry, dear. He Isn't
and his clothes are badly cut But
he's good and kind, and has loads of
money ' "
a
threw the letter Into
her cousin's lap. "Neither good looks
or style!"
"She says he's good and kind."
"Oh, of course she bad to say something. But any man cap be good and
kind and a nonentity."
"No, he can't," said Leonora, who
was married happily, and had the
wisdom of the contented wife. "Ned
Is that kind of a man, and my father
was. But If I searched the list of our
acquaintances I shouldn't find more
than a half dozen husbands and lovers
who are really tender and true."
"Aunt Jane doesn't say anything
about his being 'tender andtrue.'"
'
"It's the same thing," Leonora
stated. "Kind men and good men are
tender men and true men, and you'll
learn as the years go on to care less
for good looks and more for a good
heart."
a
shift"Well, anyhow,"
ed the argument, "I am not going to
stay at home to see hlin tomorrow
afternoon. I'm going to take my lunch
and a book, and go to Big Rock and
have a lazy day all to myself."
"But Aunt Jane will be hurt. She
says he was so good to her, while she
was ill at the hotel in Florida."
"You are a great deal nicer than I
eyes had a
am,"
wicked light In them, "and you'll ask
him questions about himself, and get
him to talk, and he'll have a lovely
time."
"But he wants to meet you, and he's
coming to dinner."
"I'm not a fortune hunter," the light
had gone out of
eyes,
"and you people needn't try to marry
me to a rich man that I don't like."
"You're unjust," Leonora said, hot;
ly, "as If I wouldn't keep you with me
forever. But how do you know you
won't like him, Corry?"
a
"Because,"
gathered
up an armful of books, preparatory to
her departure.
The next morning, a tall and willowy maiden wended her way through
fields. In one hand
the
she carried a basket, In the other a
small book. Over her arm was a rug,
on her head was a wide hat. A big
collie dog followed her.
When they reached the little stream
beside which towered a great rock,
spread the rug In the
shade.' But she was not in a mood to
read. She threw stones idly in the
water, and watched Bobs run after
them.
"Hi, there," said a voice suddenly,
from the other side, "you're scaring
Mary-Corneli- a,

Mary-Corneli- a

good-lookin-

Mary-Corneli-

GRAIN-SORGHU-

CROP

M

Two Ways by Whioh.lt Can Be
Made of Greater Value.
Most Useful In Region Where Mole-tur- e
I
Often Controlling Factor
in Crop
Production
Are

Drought Resistant.
(By CARLE TOM R, BALL, Bureau of
Plant Industry. U. S. Department of Agriculture.)
In general there are two ways by
which the
crops can be
made of greater value to the grower.
The- first Is by
improving the varieties; the second, by finding more rap-I- d
and economical methods of hargrain-sorghu-
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PROBLEM OF, BLOWING SOILS

ALL AEOUT THE

Few of Enthusiastic
Dry Farmers
Have Been Pulverizing Soil Altogether Too Fine.

It Is Born In the Mediterranean arid
Americans Have Learned It Is

It seems that a few of our dry farming friends have been a bit
and in flying from the evil
of drying out the land through
have rushed into the arms
of its companion, that of pulverizing
it so fine that.lt departs piecemeal
This comes about from attempting to
apply unyielding rules to a constantly
varying agent, the soli ItBelf. In
farming there can be no general success by the use of a hard and fast
"thus-and-sIt shall be done" edict
The treatment that will prove very
satisfactory with the heavy soil of a
slough may be worse than useless
when applied to a high slope in the
same field. This is a gentle way of
suggesting the use of horse sense in
tillage. The end to be attained is
the retention of water in the soil,
and the character of the soil must
govern the method adopted.' The
heavier soils that have a tendency to
lump together will stand frequent
harrowing without arriving at the
dust stage where the cure becomes
worse than the disease.
The light soils can easily be overworked, and this fact has long been
recognized by farmers who may be
short on scientific theories, but are
long on credit at the bank.
Doubtless crops can be grown on a
less ample water supply than that
of the middle west, and doubtless also
many tolerably good farmers will go
broke trying to find the exact point
where profit rather than loss occurs.
If the northwestern farmer would
consider as seriously the effect of a
corn and clover break Into his crop
rotation as he must consider the matter of water supply on the
lands where fortune smiles with one
eye, and winks with the other, and
where
propagandists seeking
to unload their holdings vie with
Munchausen, his yields would materially Increase.

The sword fish has arrived. 'We have
called attention hitherto to the statement of naturalists that these fish are
never found small and young on our
Atlantic coast They are born across
the seas in the Mediterranean. When
they begin to feel the spirit of adventure they start over for a summer
along the North Atlantic shore. Here
they spend the season, and, if they
are not taken to market, they disap
pear again when the water cools and
off they go.
They are taken by harIt is their custom to lie on
poon.
the surface of the ocean, their great
back fins swaying in the air. Apparently they sleep. But nobody would
call them sleepy after the harpoon
hits in. A considerable line is attached to a barrel at one end and harpoon
at the other. The fish la struck and
then over goes the line, barrel, and
the whole outfit The fish sets off
madly, but after a time tires and in a
dory the fisherman draws up to him,
sticks him with a knife, much as a
pig is dealt with in the farm, the ocean
reds for a space about the boat, and
then several hundred pounds of fish
are hauled on board the larger craft.
Last year swordflsh were scarce and
the fishermen got as high as 15 cents
a pound. This year the Boston market is giving the princely sum of four
cents a pound. Of late years New
York has taken to eating swordflsh,
but for a long time the meat was unsalable there and New England did
all the eating. Few fish furnish a
more delicate food.

o

Delicate

SWORDFISH

Food.

Have
Yotir

vesting. Improved varieties can be
obtained through selection of present
sorts and by bettering the methods of
growing them. More rapid and eco
nomical harvesting will come about
either through adapting the ctods to
present machinery or through the invention of new machines, or both.
There are five principal wavs in
which Improvement - may he made:
(1) Increased
drought
resistance,
(2) Increased earliness, (3) dwarfer
stature, (4) greater nroducttvan
ed, angrily.
"Oh. Corry Stevens. And she said and (5) increased machine harvest'
"
.
she hoped you wouldn't come
ing.
The grain sorghums are most use
He laughed. "I deserve that Did
ful in regions where moisture Is often
she say anything else?"
"Yes. but I'm not going to tell you.l the controlling factor in crop proAnd if you're not afraid of seeing an-- ! duction. Much good should therefore
other snake, you might go over and be accomplished by increasing their
get my basket. I packed It plentifully,; drought resistance, especially In the
and if there isn't enough we can broil, areas of lighter rainfall.
No one knows exactly what
your trout."
drought
He caught at her suggestion, and resistance is.
It is probable that
we
for
what
were
their
call
ready
presently they
drought resistance Is
FOREIGN TONGUES IN GOTHAM
They toasted bread; and the effect of several different factors.
cookery.
melted cheese, and broiled the trout, The most Important of these factors
English Language Not Often Heard
are probably (J) increased ability to
and hud a feast fit for the gods.
f
In 8treeta and Parks of Ameri' Where
do you live?" the young prevent the loss of water by transpican Metropolis.
ration, (2) increased development of
.uaii at,ked.
the root system, and (3) a possible
"Near Corry Ctevcns," she replied.
I returned to America a year and
"T w!-- h
you'd let i; e co:r.e up to- increase In power to extract water
a half ago, after an absence of twelve
feel
an
from
"I
a
he
soil.
that
pleaded.
night,"
dry
years in Europe. I stopped in New
Differences in the power to control
acquaintance begun this way ought to
York at a hotel opposite Grace church,
GOOD
THE
CORN
CULTURE
OF
are
transpiration
go on Indefinitely."
and
and after securing quarters I walked
"I'll come over to Corry's, she com- readily observed facts. By transpiraup Broadway to Fourteenth street It
Cultivate
is
tion
Just
will
be
Introduced
Shallow,
Deep
meant
Enough
the passing of water
promised, "then you
was the midday meal hour, and the
KIM
to
Soil
Weeds
and
to me, properly. By the time you get from the tissues of the plant Into the
Keep Top
streets were thronged with all sorts
Mellow Holds Moisture.
back from the hotel, I can run home air. In the processes of their growth
and conditions of men, and yet not
and we will both get there for dinner. all plants are constantly absorbing
Cultivate shallow, just deep enough one word of English did I hear spoken
water from the soil through their
I am perfectly at home at Corry's."
from Tenth to Fourteenth streets.
"What is your name?" he demanded. rootlets and allowing certain quanti- to kill the weeds, and keep 'the top The first impression stunned me and
mellow.
A
soil
soil
will
mellow top
"Mary Stevens," she said. "I'm re- ties of this moisture to pass out into
I found
in a dazed condition,
the air through minute pores, called prevent the evaporation of moisture. unable tomyself
lated to Corry, you know."
adjust
myself to my surwhifileThe
short
with
cultivators,
as
nice
stomata.
as
is
half
is
This
done in much the
"Well, if Corry
and actually doubting the
roundings,
field
in
trees
should
be
the
attached,
her cousin," he was taking the rela- same manner as water escapes
to use at a moment's notice. reality of the scene . about me. I
tionship for granted, "she's a pretty through the animal skin In the form and ready
a
if
shower stops work In the walked on to Union square. The
of perspiration.
In times of drought Then,
nice girl "
field or while the dew is benches were full of men and women,
or
hay
grain
is
it
a
flushed
and
A half hour later,
important that the plant lose as on in
as I passed by them I listened.
start the cultiva- and
the
morning,
livlittle as possible of its water supply
radiant young lady rushed Into the
but no word of our national tongue
two.
or
an
It
for
hour
if
is
tors,
only
did I hear, and I returned to my hotel
ing room of the Stevens' mansion and in this way. The plant best fitted to The
ground should never be allowed wondering
what it all meant. The
prevent transpiration is thus the most to crust
threw herself in Leonora's arms.
alno
weeds
rank
over
and
next day was Sunday and I spent the
In cacti, for in"He's lovely, Leonora," she de- drought resistant.
the
and
take
to
lowed
strength
grow
clared, "and ft wak Just like Aunt stance, this ability is highly perfect- out of the ground. . When the corn Is afternoon in Bronx park. I arrived by
Jane to say he wasn't good looking, ed. Corn Is much less drought resist-an- t in tassel and earing is the time when the Third Avenue elevated, entered at
than the members of the various moisture is most needed. This Is the the eastern gate and walked through
and that his clothes weren't stylish.
Her Ideals are those of a generation groups of sorghums. Corn is in dan- critical period in the growth of the the park to the Botanical gardens.
ger when the leaves begin to curl, crop. A mellow soil prevents loss of The park was full of people, young
ago.
Leonora shook her. "Who are you but sorghums often remain In this moisture and is a large factor In a and old. I asked my way six times
condition for a long time without perand in every case save one was an
talking about i"
good yield of grain.
manent injury. .
a foreign voice, and in two
The rich Mr. Dobson," Mary-Co- r
We plant no pumpkins in our main swered in
The size and character of the root fields
a
cases
in
foreign tongue. Even the
nelia laughed, hysterically.
and cultivate frequently as long
The result of the conversation was system is probably a strong factor in as the horse can get through the rows officials, those at least to whom I
Monroe
were of
and elated yornig drought resistance. The larger the without
two bright-eyebreaking down the stalks. "It spoke, "The foreign origin.
of the
women. "Put on your prettiest gown." root system in proportion to the plant is the last
Passing
Royce,
and
working
hoeing that
the better it can supply moisture. The kills
Leonora advised.
the weeds and leaves a clean
When young Mr. Dobson was ush wider and deeper its penetration, the corn stubble for the fall seeding of
ered into the living room, he saw be larger the area of soli from which it grain. The cultivator
with sharp
Missouri's First Negro School.
fore him the nymph of the woodland draws moisture in times of drought. teeth, the frame set wide so the entire
the fish."
first negro school in Missouri
A
The
able1
the
deeply rooting plant may be
encounter.
peeped around
Milground between the rows can be
"Then you reached here before I to secure water when shallow root stirred at the one working, is the best was founded in Kansas City by J. comrock. A young man in faded brown
1868. The school
in
ton
In
Turner
lie
line.
a
soil.
in
his
This
said
wholly
systems
whisper.
he
was
dry
stage
did,"
casting
to use at the last working. missioners were
corduroys
and
is entirely apart from possible dif implement
She threw another stone, and drew "Where Is Corry?"
The sulky cultivator cannot he used refused to
In
in
to
ferences
vision
secure
appropriate a salary for
a
moisture when the stalks are half
filmy
ability
hack into her hiding place.
withgrown
him.
"HI. there, boy," said the voice white and sliver, made him a defiant from a given unit of soil. Such differ out breaking down too many stalks.
ences
said.
the
she
across
but
Idea
Is
come
the
I
may.
"I'm
Corry,"
exist,
till
only
wait
little
Every Saturday night or so, he says,
courtesy,
again, "you
a theory as yet Unfortunately, the
Jesse
"What?"
James, the celeDratea Danau,
hridee."
LIVE STOCK NOTES.
Manr.r.nmeiis liked the voice. It
rode over from Liberty, Mo., shot up
"Yes," and then she told him how character of the root system cannot
and robbed its citizens.
she had run away only to meet him, be observed while making
was that of a man born to command
Screen the stables with wire netting KansasheCity
hear
could
would gallop to the negro
She
still.
Then
after all.
She kept very
to
files
out.
the
keep
He caught her hand In his. "It was
school, discharge his pistols In the
the whirr of the reel as the line wasft
Lambs
be weaned successfully air and shout:
fate," he declared ardently. a
RAISE POULTRY FOR MARKET at 10 to 12may
cast. Once there was a splash and
weeks old.
"It was Aunt Jane,"
chuckle of satisfaction. Mary peeped
"Where's that nigger school teach
and
Water
saw
shade in the pasture is er?"
that
and
demurely.
rock
corrected,
the
again
around
Aim to Attract Eye of Buyer and Esof prime importance.
the voune man had caught a flsn
tablish Reputation for Prime
"I would go out in fear and trem
Tlip flrat waelr la tha strltltal tlma
The "Driver" Ants.
"I like his looks." she said to Bobs,
Stock Do Not Mix Colors.
Turner relates, "ana say.
bling,"
in the life of the little pig.
of the Insect
softly.
formidable
boss.' 'Haven't mose comI
most
am,
'Here
The
was a young lady of
that adds to the comfort missioners done anything for you yet?'
affect the dwellers on the
Here are a few hints to those who
Anything
that
pests
that the
anretiring tastes. The appeal
James would yell. And I would
West African coast are the "driver" are in the business of raising market of the horses is money saved.
young man made to her was strong ants. These insects move in vast poultry: Market the roosters separate
boss.'
the
of
colt
out
the sun swer: 'No,
Keep
young
but no appeal could make her overstep armies of millions, marching in a ly. Aim to attract the eye of the until it's nine or ten days old. It pays.
"Then I'll have to help you, he
the hounds of propriety, so with a sigh dense column two feet in width, at a buyer. Have regular market days
horse
The
is
made
for
ef
muscular
would
roar, and give me $10, $15 or
she opened her book and read, keep- uniform pace and in a straight line.
to build up a reputation for prime fort, and it is cruelty to deprive him $20. But for Jesse James I coma nos
Try
ing her eyes sternly away from the
If a native hut lies in their path stock. Grow bone and muscle first of it
have kept up the school." St Louis
tempting corner.
inmates fail to prevent the and then fatten. Big combed broilthe
and
Alfalfa
has
a
ration
proven
splendid
Then suddenly Bobs began to bark ants from gaining the threshold the ers are apt to be wrongly classified for
hogs that are thin or a little off
looking
excitedly, and
hut must be vacated till the long line in market. Always notify your com- feed.
tne
grouna
up, saw slipping througn
Hindoo Preacher to Europe.
has passed through and consumed mission merchant before shipping
Ewes will not do well on timothy
edible within the building.
just beyond her, a snake.
Young fowls shipped with old stocH and will do as well or better on oat
nreach his philosophy, Baha
Tn
everything
'
She screamed, and ran, Btumbling
that can stop the will command old stock prices. Poul straw.
The
a Hindoo preacner ana
thing
only
Bharati,
around the corner of the rock, meeting driver" is a large fire directly in try should be killed the day before '
from
philosopher, departed for Europe
The farm team
halfway across the rustic bridge, the their line of march. A native, when marketing when going direct to the dock after the rests better in a pad Ma York on board the Provence, of
a
and
feed
night
good
young man in corduroys.
he discovers in time that the ants are consumer. Do not mix
the French line. Clad In Oriental
.
"For heaven's sake," he gasped, as marchins toward his hut, kindles a chickens in the same shipment with cleaning.
he aroused curiosity on the
garments
For the greatest profit the pigs
ones. Have a tag fas
he was clutched by the vision in pink, Ore in front of the advancing column
Pishould grow rapidly from birth to
.
.
"are you hurt?"
It turns neither to the right nor to tened on each fowl you send to mar market day.
Baba Bharati was lormeny a pneui
a
to
Dest
explained, distractedthe
It
way
is
into
advertise
the
ket.
flames,
but
plunges
the left,
For the health and profit of sheep at Miittra. in jsonnweoici"
ly. "It was so big and horrid," she for every ant seems impelled to go your stock.
says, he
ago, he ...
.
should have free access to good UUV ohnnt five -years
they
shuddered.
no matter at what cost.
tue
wot
inw
to
go
call
forward,
a
received
pure water.
He left her on the bridge while he
Grain.
of religion.
After the "dilvera have walked into
conception
Harrowing
his
teach
and
came
he
The
average pig, If given free range.
dispatched the enemy, then
the fire for an hour or two and sevProf. Thomas Shaw states that he will take
that time he has journeyeu ur
enough exercise to keep in Since
back to her, and found her, very white eral hundred thousand have been conhe
four
India and the United' States,
w
the
harrowings
gave
thought
the best of health.
and shaky, sitting beside his reel and sumed, their sturdy stoicism weakafter it was up saved his crop Barley straw with
stay, in Los Angeles, being of
his
last
grailh
rod.
grain Is a cheap 13 months.
ens. They deflect their line to the last year. It was so dry that the
and
feed for young cattle
"Oh, thank you so much," she said. extent of a few feet, and, passing the
never got green, yet the yields when very good
rhriBtianity." he said, "has lost its1
hay Is scarce. i don't think I was ever so fright- fire, set out In a fresh path of de- grass
to thirty bushels.
twenty
from
went
It is no longer ChrlsOther things being equal, the old
ened in my life."
which leads them clear of The harrowings were given when the
hut cburchanity.
struction,
America,
in
sow is preferable to the young one, ttonitv
"I don't blame you. He was a dan- the hut they had threatened. Harare the machine-mad- e
was
coming up, when it was
ministers
Tt,
just
grain
Then
She has proven her worth.
gerous customer," he asserted.
of theological seminaries,
per's Weekly.
four to five inches high; six to seven
When your lambs are weaned, it is products
as he took in her beauty and charm,
when eight to nine inches
live the proper sort of
and
not
Inches
do
who
a good plan to fast them for 12 hours
Fact and Wonder.
he asked, suddenly? "Was it you who
'
life.'
hight
and to give them a drench.
threw the stones?
Do you know old
Englishman
First
was
sure
I
so
a
were
You
The lambs should be put on a new
"Vps
Poisonous Sorghum.
Dodder has been knighted?
Railroad Land In China.
pasture, one that has not been grazed
hov that I was tempted'
of
is
Ditto
George!
By
Second
poisorghum
second
A
growth
say on a meadow aftermath.
railway authorities
Kli
"t came over from the hotel early
before,
The
often
causes
and
Of
cattle
sonous to
First Englishman (surprised)
of the lands ad- he said. "I am up here
rent
When
the
are
a
the
few
raised
old
weeks
pigs
hvn
tns morning,"
sortime.
Frosted
'
course.
death in a short
now used
station,
a
should
be
the
loininir
railway
where
they
to meet some people that I don't
given
creep
coal deghum Is also claimed by many farm- they can help themselves to grain.
as
merchants
coal
vtiow and I was not to call until after
the
by
Gave Her a Chance.
ers to be bad for cattle. For this
of
business
increased
If
the
stallion
is
The
not
on
used
the
noon. I'm doing it for the sake of an
positories.
1 thought I was, never going to ret
reason some farmers are afraid to pas- - road or in the harness in farm
raised the value
m ladv I met in Florida. She was
has
greatly
work.
line
the
winin
the
fall
late
or
'
word in at the Watsons' party, but j ture sorghum
he should have a large paddock with a of these lands. From the Pekin Jih
dear old thing that I didn't
But it's a that dear Mr. Steeple provided just ter.
strong fence to run in.
Pan
want to disappoint her
the opportunity I needed.
gort of bore.
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Labor Day dance at Rosenthal hall

It Hay Interest You to Know
We Have Received Today
from

Reid, Hurdoch

& Co.,

BRITTLE SARATOGA CHIPS

SPICED MARINETTE

Isn't that draft beer

fine at the

Opera Bar?
Always get the best at Nolette'i
barber shop.
Special Labor Day danoe at
hall tonight

HERRING

KING OSCAR NORWAY MACKEREL

and

Eugenlo Lujan has taken the position left vacant In the probate clerk's
office by Thomas Trader, who had
been working there during the summer vacation, and who today resumed
his work in the high school.

Screened and Lump Raton CerHUos

COAL AMD WOOD
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Anthracite Coal, all sizes
Fool oMmln

m

E S TA

Steam Coal

Sawed Wood and Kindling

Q O H D O tJ

Phonm

Ma'n

BLISHED 1876

Th.

First National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
- - Cashier
E. D. RAYNOLDS,
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

Our Pride Flour
Chop

Saturday's game at Albuquerque re
sulted in a victory for the Grays, they
winning from the Amarillo team to the
tune of 8 to 5. In yesterday's game
the tables were turned the Cowboys
heating their opponest 4 to 3. Alberto Padilla formerly of the Maroons
played with the Grays in both contests
and made a fine record.

n

from Home" Opera
Wednesday and Thursday
Man

Try Our Flat
Work Service,

Pitted Persian

Shorts

Dates

Las Vegas

Roller Mills

Phone Main 131

Igou;-Monume-

r

Bran
and all kinds of Grain, Hay
and Alfalfa at

Company H. will hold Its regular
Hot lunch every morning at 10 drill this evening in the armory. It
is expected that a large number of
o'clock at the Opera Bar.
the members of the company will be
Wanted 1,500 people to hear the present.
Italian sextet in "The Man from
G. E. Clayton' of the Alrdome
Home." ,
found a gold Masonic emblem watch
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon charm this morning on the station
at the Opera Bar. Served from bar- platform. The owner can have the
same by calling at this office and
rels on the bar.
identifying the property.
The Guild of St Paul's Memorial
Late Saturday afternoon two appliEpiscopal church will meet tomorrow
atfernoon at 3 o'clock at Guild hall. cations for bounty on wild animals.
Clarence Leonard applied for $2 as
Election of officers..
bounty on a wild cat killed near MinFtehlng season is now closed on eral Hill. Rosallo Romero applied for
Kroenlg's Lakes. No more fish will $2 for killing the same kind of a. critbe allowed taken from the lakes this ter near Agua Zarca recently.
year. Ten Lakes Land Co.
Two marriage licenses were Issued
Notice was received here today of this morning at the court house. The
the following appointments of post- couples made happy were Leonarda
masters: White Water, Grant coun- Romero, aged 21, Canyon Largo, and
Ed- Donaclano Martinez, aged 23, Carrlzo;
ty, Elizabeth J.
dy county, Harry Galther, and Alger- Eufrocina Duran, aged 17 and Carlos
non B. Notley to be postmaster of Rubio, aged 18, both of Las Vegas.
Weed, Otero county.

John J. Coughlin, a healthseeker
who came to Las Vegas four months
ago from Boston, died yesterday
morning at 8:45 o'clock at St. Anthony's sanitarium. The body was
prepared for shipment east by J. C.
Johnson & Son, and was sent this
afternoon by Wells Fargo express to
Dr. W. R. Tipton la of the belief Boston for burial. Surviving the dethat some new physician is about ceased besides e, father and mother
to hang out a shingle In Las Vegas are two sisters and five brothers.
tor In some of the surrounding towns.
Guadalupe Montoya was arrested by
The new practitioner will be equipped
evenwith a physician's satchel and a num- Night Officer Ed Ward Sunday
of
found
the
back
been
ing,
having
ber of small Instruments. Dr. Tipton
an
Intoxicated
office
Wells
in
Fargo
is sure of this because his satchel concondition. This morning he pleaded
taining some Instruments and his
end Judge D. R. Murray gave
visiting list, was stolen from his bug- guilty
him ten days in Jail. He Is said to
as
it stood on Sxth street near
gy
be a frequent occupant of the city
the Murphey drug store. Dr. Tipton
condition of
Is anxious to get his property back hotel, but owing to his
earns his board. Whenseldom
health
and would ask no questions If it
ever the work on the chain gang beshould he returned to him'.
comes too hard Montoya throws a fit
and lives gratis for the rest of his
Be our guest on Wednesday and
sentence.
and Thursday with "The Man from
Home."
REWARD OFFERED.
For a doctor's bag and contents
A supposed mad dog running loose
lost or stolen September 1, 1911. Reon Douglas avenue, this morning bit turn to
Murphey's Drug Store and retwo boys before ita course was check- ceive reward.
Dr.. W. R. Tipton.
ed by Chief of Police Ben Coles. The
dog, which was a mixture of 57 vaHARVEY'S
rieties, had been running around with
IS SUPERB IN AUGUST
the Crystal ice wagon all summer,
Engage accommodations now.
end up to date had had a clear canine
out Wednesday and Sat
Carriage
record. For some unknown reason it
$2 per day, $10 week.
Terms,
today wandered . from its path and
Leave orders at Murphey's.
without stopping, bit a piece out of
one lad's trousers and took a sample
of Peter Roth's son's flesh. At this
THAT AWFUL FIRE WHISTLE.
Juncture, Chief of Police Coles appearDoes it remind you of good resoed on the scene and with his
attacked the mongrel. The lutions unfulfilled? Let us verify
chief and his gun were too much for your resolution with a fire insurance
the dog and soon he was no more. policy.
Cutler Brothers.
Neither of the boys was much more
Phone-Mai124. 624 Lincoln Ave.
than badly frightened.
"The
house,
nights.

Try our Flat Work service
and see for yourself what a
wonderful convenience it is.
Send us your sheets, pillow
slips, bolster cases, table cloths,
napkins, towels, handkerchiefs,
etc.
These we will wash and iron
and return to you all ready for
use.
They will be washed
cleaner an ironed much better
than If done at home or by a
washerwoman. Besides, think
of the work and bother we save

25c per 1 pound
Package

you.

It costs you very little each
week

Good rjJornirig:

J. H. STEARNS
Las Vegas Steam Laundry

GROCER.

Your Meat and Grocery orders please
order any way you choose, by phone, mail
or delivery boy.

are sure of the highest quality and
best service when you order of
You

617 Douglas Ave.

M nrrrilTrn

Main 81.

A

Shipment of extra fine
Freesias- Rona
Hyacinths
IyLLLI V LlI
and Paper White Narcissus.
Now is the time to pot up some of these for winter

blooming.

Grnnf & tiiayward Co.
We Always have the Best of Everything Eatable

Order at once, as all not sold will be potted for our
own use in a few days.

PERRY ONION & SON
507 Sixth Street

company and receive

"The

"I know that
boy got that Suit
at.Greenberjjers"

,

For Sale:
Eighteen hens, one
rooster and forty young pullets. Cheap
if sold at once. Mrs. M. F. Williams,
623 Railroad avenue.

CHEESE

-

Lost: A small black purse containing two $5 bills. Return to Rosenthal
Furniture

Meet me at the opera house
Man from Home,"

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

FRESH PEANUT BUTTER In Bulk

PIMENTO

News

See "The Man from Home"
spend a pleasant evening.

Chicago

ELKHORN

local

tonight

I9-

Phone Main 462

HUNGRY MEXICANS IN RIOT.
El Paso, Texas, Sept. 4. Two hun-
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That's

what

many a mo.
i ther Says when She sees a boy
dressed in one of our Xfrajjood
Suits.

m

c
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uqtc caiauiiaucu a rcJU

tation for CLOTHING THE BOYS
CARRECTLY.

4?XTRAGOOD
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Our new fall Suits are in just
in time for you to buy one for

1

mwini

1ir"ff

your boy for school.
The fabrics and models are entirely new this Season.

dred Mexicans, unable to get work or
food in the region of the Corralltoi
ranch in northern Mexico, reached
Juarez today and are-- almost riotlny
for food. Authorities are making ar mnWHMWMMWMMIIIIM
rangements to feed them. The men
demanded food ana 'work or transportation to where both may be had

GREENBERGER

Dorothy Margaret Fell, the little
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Fell,
was baptized yesterday at St Paul's
Memorial Episcopal church by the rec
Lawrence
tor, Rev. J. S. Moore.
Tamme and Mies Emma Tamme, uncle and aunt of the child, acted as
sponsors. Mr. and Mrs. Fell left last
night for their home in Raton. Mrs.
Fell has been the guest of her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tamme,
for several months.

Owing to the act that today is a
legal holiday the regular meeting of
the East fire company will not be
be held until tomorrow night. It Is
desired that all members be present
as important matters will come up
for consideration. A committee will
be appointed to confer with the coun
cil at Its next meeting in regard to
to an additional appropriation for a
bell for the city hall. The old bell
has been taken down and shipped
back to the factory, as it was neither
large enough nor good enoush for
the purpose for which it is used. At
this meeting the delegates to the
meeting of the volunteer firemen of
the territory, which is to be held in
Clovis in the near future, will receive their instructions.
The representatives from this side of the river
are: Richard Smith, Arthur Minium,
and Chief Charles O'Malley, who is
vice president of the state firemen's
association. Leon Thornhlll is alternate.
WYOMING IS STORM SWEPT.'
of
Cheyenne, Wyo. Sept.
the greatest hall and wind ' storms
ever known in Wyoming happened today at Horse Creek. Hail Is lying
four feet deep, covering a wide area
of country and at the foot of Round
Top mountain it is twenty-fiv- e
feet
In depth. Crops are destroyed for a
radius of twenty miles and (stock
was killed by the scores, while the
damage of the wind is enormous
among the farm homes of that section of Wyoming.
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Mr. Merchant.
Are you taking advantage of our
low Hat rate window lighting ?
A well lighted
show window sells
the goods.

Las Vegas Light

&

Power Co.

The
Little
Necessities of the Home
Can Always Be Found at Our Store
And Our

Prices

IIB

Are Right

ffl

J. C. Johnsen
& Son

I

JnuT

THE PEOPLE'S ANNUAL HOLIDAY
New Mexico State Fair Albuquerque Oct.

9-1-

1911.

4,

CURTISS AVIATION MEET
Glenn H. Curtiss, Director

"Birdmen" of international

repute will thrill the crowds for
three days, Oct: 11, 12 and 13.
,.,

j
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Just Received
A

New Shipment of

Hand Painted

CHINA

$1000

"Bull" Durham Stake for

2:1a Pacers

to be raced "Bull" Durham Day, Friday Oct. 13. This stake
)
was given by the Blackwell Durham Tobacco Co.
Base Ball Every Day

Exciting Horse Races

Feature Upon Feature
Fun by the Ton
Instructive Departments
Special rates on all railroads.
Isaac Barth, Pres.
John B. McManus,
Secy-Mng- r.

To be Given Away

FREE
With

our Cash

Coupon System
It Will Pay to Investigate

BOUCHER
(The Coffee Man.)

ELW00D M. ALBRIGHT
Presents

"THE MAN FROM HOME"
Booth Tarkingjton's Great Show

at the

DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE

September 6th and 7th
Benefit Elk's Building Fund

'

